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Abstract
Church’s -calculus is an enthralling object of mathematical and logical study, born in 1930
as the mathematical theory of functions as rules, and invented for foundational purposes.
-calculus gave rise to the rst (and the most elegant) mathematical denition of computable
functions and inspired the main theorems of recursion theory. It came back on the scene in
the 1960s with the development of programming theory. A capital contribution of -calculus to
this subject is that it allows the mathematical expression and development of the Curry{Howard
correspondence between proofs and programs, which generates deep and active research.
The rst aim of this paper is to introduce -calculus to a mathematical audience with no
previous knowledge of it. After giving a brief insight to the conceptual and practical importance
of typed calculi we will concentrate on untyped -calculus, which is logic free, has the most
powerful expressive power and can be more easily described.
In the second and main part of the paper we give an elementary, algebraic, and bottom-up
presentation of its useful classes of models, which are powersets built from adequate \webs".
We focus on two methods: completion of partial webs (for building models) and reducibility
(for studying them).
In the third part we try to give evidence that the study of models is interesting per se. We
survey or raise a lot of natural questions which arise when one tries to develop a model theory
for untyped -calculus, in the sense of a general study of the relations between its models and
its equational extensions, and we illustrate them with many recent results.
Finally, we give a sketchy presentation of Grue’s map theory, which is a common foundation
for Mathematics, Logic and Computer Science, based on -calculus and, hence, on the notion
of function and application (instead of sets and membership). MT fullls Church’s original aim
and its consistency can be proved by exhibiting webbed models for it. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Though the title could cover the work done for 60 years in -calculus, the present
paper is by no means a general or historic survey. Not only do we deal mainly with
untyped -calculus, but we have clearly favored its equational aspects, even if compu-
tational and logical motivations are presented. Concerning motivations we have focused
on the programming with proofs paradigm, which we esteem, as do many people, to be
of rst importance for the mathematical, logical, and computer science communities.
Our personal interests and choices also show up in the presentation of models we
give here, in the kind of problems we survey in Section 6, and in the fact that we
have included a presentation of Grue’s map theory even if the system is very recent
and not that well known yet among -calculus practitioners. This system is indeed an
impressive illustration of the expressive power of -calculus. It also allows us to show
that we can go very far with the construction methods that are presented in this paper,
since we can even build models which are, in some sense, equivalent to models of ZFC.
The paper evolved from the lecture I gave at the ICMAA Conference and which was
hence intended for a general mathematical audience. This explains why it starts from
zero. The paper can in particular also be read by set-theorists with no prior knowledge
of -calculus.
The paper is also intended for students in -calculus, and even for researchers, since
it is, to our knowledge, the rst place where one can nd a global study of models and
of their equational properties. Furthermore, the presentation is more systematic, direct
and simple than is usual in the area.
In the last section we survey a lot of questions, from long-standing problems to
recent ones, illustrating them with the most recent results. Some of them should be
accessible, especially those which arose as I was writing this paper.
Finally, the paper contains many pointers to the literature which make it useful as
a starting point for a literature search.
To protect the naive reader from an excessive amount of information stars decorate
the most technical remarks or sections. A natural point to stop reading could be the end
of Section 5.4, or the end of Section 5.5 where the simplest class of webbed models
is presented; he could also have a look at section 6.
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A reader interested in set-theory should go to the end of Section 5.7, but could omit
all starred sections, as well as Section 5.6.3.
On the other hand, a reader familiar with elementary -calculus should start from
Section 3.10.
Untyped -calculus is the main concern of this paper, and from now on will be
referred to simply as -calculus. -calculus is logic-free, nearly algebraic, 1 and is
the common basis of all typed -calculi, where -calculus is limited by logical sys-
tems, which in turn allow a better control of its operational behaviors. We will not be
concerned here with typed calculi, except for giving motivations and for some com-
ments. One of the most important motivations at the moment is the programming
with proofs paradigm, which is based on the Curry{Howard correspondence between
proofs and programs, both viewed as -terms.
-calculus has more expressive power than any typed calculus, not being limited
by specic rules. In particular, -calculus admits unrestricted self-application (say of a
function to itself), and unrestricted existence of xed points. Being logic-free, untyped
-calculus can also be more directly described. As the counterpart of its huge expressive
power -calculus has puzzling features, and a much more dicult and interesting model
theory. For example the rst model of -calculus (if one excepts the term model),
namely Scott’s D1 was built in 1969, more than 30 years after the consistency of
-calculus was established.
As a matter of fact, before creating D1 Scott had settled the foundations of a general
framework for such construction [103]. This framework, which has given rise to a lot
of other models, is now called Scott’s continuous semantics and it is the basis of all
the other interesting \functional" semantics invented so far, namely G. Berry’s stable
semantics and the recent strongly stable semantics of A. Bucciarelli and T. Ehrhard.
Models are signicant on their own, or for proving consistencies of extensions of
-calculus (designed either with concrete, theoretical, or foundational purposes), or for
studying the operational features of -calculus.
There are intrinsic diculties in studying models of -calculus, but our view is that
the lack of general methods is partly due to the use of overgeneral frameworks in the
usual presentations of models, and to the fact that the few models whose theory is
known, for example the most famous, D1 and P!, are still frequently presented under
overcomplicated presentations, which render all computations heavy or=and specic.2;3
Meanwhile, the most simple of all models, namely Engeler and Plotkin’s model E
is often simply ignored. On the other hand, a lot of models and families of models
have now been produced, and the result of this is that the situation is rather confused,
that few models have really been investigated, always individually, and worst of all,
that a lot of -calculists are unfamiliar with them, or think that they are unusable.
1 See Section 2.5 for a precise meaning.
2 See the introduction of Section 5.
3 A very recent illustration of this point is [37], which studies a particular property of Scott’s D1 using
the worst possible description of this model (for this purpose). This furthermore hides the real scope of the
result.
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The starting point of our program is to show that it can be a signicant gain in some
cases to work directly 4 with models. A few examples are given here but we think that
this point of view deserves to be further developed.
The next aim is to get a global and clearer view of the meaningful subclasses
of models which have already been isolated as signicant, and to present at this
rather general level the methods which have been used for individual models (like
the reducibility method). This allows us to get a few transfer theorems (and we
hope for better ones). Besides doing some necessary cleaning, the intention behind this
work is to initiate a real model theory of -calculus, in the sense of a general study of
the relations between its models and its equational extensions. Such a study is lacking
today in spite of a number of involved and tricky, but not integrated, results.
1.1. Plan of the paper
Section 2 provides some basic intuitions and modern motivations behind the
-calculus. Section 3 describes the syntax of -calculus, states the main syntactical
theorems, and settles the terminology about equational theories which will be used in
the sequel. In Section 4 we show how one was naturally led to model -calculus, and
present the diverse semantics. In Section 5 we make a systematic presentation of the
classes of models that we wish to promote and a systematic (partial) study of them
via reducibility. We essentially follow a bottom-up approach, starting with the simplest
of all models, namely Engeler’s model E (also due to Plotkin), which we use to give
concise proofs of the classical normalization theorems, and ending with a sketchy pre-
sentation of the model designed in [19] to model Map Theory. Two general sections
are however inserted, as soon as we have met enough concrete examples: Section 5.4,
where we discuss the methods known for building and studying models, and Section
5.6.1 which gives the common features of all webbed models. Finally, the connections
with more traditional classes of models of the continuous semantics are established.
In Section 6 we survey recent results and open questions, mainly on the equational
theories of models and on the representativeness of the diverse classes.
We hope that these questions will stimulate interest and research in models of
(untyped) -calculus, and will in particular revive the interest for looking at non-
computationally-driven problems in this area.
2. Basic motivations and intuitions
-calculus is a mathematical theory of functions \viewed as rules" (prescribing how
to compute a function from its arguments). It issues from a logical system invented
by Church in 1930 and which was intended to provide a foundation for computation,
mathematics, and predicative reasoning [26, 27]. Church’s original system was shown
4 By \directly" we mean without a useless \detour" via a proof theoretic translation.
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to be inconsistent by Kleene and Rosser in 1935 [75], but the purely mathematical
kernel was consistent [28, 29]; it gave rise to the rst, and most elegant, mathematical
formalization of the intuitive notion of computable function (Section 3.5) and inspired
the main theorems of recursion theory [74]. Church’s thesis conjectures that every
mathematical notion of computable function is equivalent to this one, and the various
denitions of recursive functions which were given later on, by Godel, Kleene, Wang,
Turing, Peter, Ersov, and others, all conrmed this (cf. [88]).
2.1. -calculus as a foundation for programming theory
This simple and conceptual model of computability returned to the front of the
scene in the 1960s with the development of Computer Science, under the impulse of
Backus (cf. [5]) and Landin [83], and generated the family of functional languages
(Lisp [McCarthy 1960], Haskell, Miranda, ML, Caml,: : :). In functional languages
functions and functionals (i.e. functions of functions) may be passed as arguments to
a program as easily as concrete data, which is not the case with imperative languages
(Fortran, Pascal, C) (the other conceptual dierences between imperative programming
(founded by Von Neumann) and functional programming are clearly explained, e.g. in
the rst pages of [5]).
The other main conceptual contribution of -calculus to programming theory comes
from the fact that its terms can be viewed as proofs as well as programs: -calculus
allows the mathematical expression of the Curry Howard \Isomorphism", which is
a very deep correspondence between proof theory (i.e. the mathematical analysis of
mathematical reasoning), and concrete programming theory. The programming with
proofs paradigm is a topic in active progress, and the present expansions of the Curry
Howard Correspondence generate deep and beautiful exchanges of intuitions and prob-
lems between Computer Science, Proof Theory and Mathematics.
2.2. A word on the Curry{Howard correspondence
The Curry{Howard correspondence between proofs and programs is mainly expressed
via typed -calculi. What is a typed-calculus? Well, just the fragment of -calculus
which encodes the set of proofs derivable in some given logical system. In this logical
viewpoint type is just a synonym for \formula", and \A is a type for the term t" is
equivalent to \t encodes a proof of A in the given logic.
Typed -calculi are \enriched restrictions" of -calculus. \Enriched" because types
are systematically assigned to -terms. \Restrictions" because, given a logic, the asso-
ciated typed -calculus contains only those -terms which encode proofs in this logic.
Thus, the expressive power of a typed -calculus is limited by its logic, but the
positive counterpart is that the computation can be controlled by the logic. This shows
up globally since, most often, the restricted set of terms will then consist only of
normalizable terms (i.e. terms whose computation ends). This also shows up locally,
since the type of a term can become a very precise specication of what the term
computes.
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Functional languages are not necessarily typed (Lisp is untyped), and when they
are typed then types are used mainly for insuring some compatibility checkings. This
corresponds to the use of weak but decidable typing systems.
By contrast the \full" programming with proofs paradigm is based on very expres-
sive logics, which enjoy the most interesting mathematical and computational properties.
In particular, provided that the underlying logic is suciently powerful, say second-
order predicate logic(s), it necessarily produces programs which do what you expect,
and for general mathematical reasons [85, 77, p. 154].
2.3. But what is -calculus?
Intuitively, any term of lambda-calculus is a function where the notion of function
used is a very general one (since every term can apply to every term, and in particular
to itself) and has a computational (and intentional) avor: once a reduction strategy
has been chosen, each term represents an algorithm, i.e. a precise way to compute the
result of applying this term to an argument. In other words, we have an intensional
notion of function as opposed to the usual extensional notion of a function as a graph.
Here extensional just means that the function is determined by the results it gives on
all possible arguments, while intensional expresses that we take into consideration the
way they are calculated.
The syntax of -terms is very simple: -terms are built using only variables, appli-
cation, and the abstraction operator . Application is a binary operator or \constructor"
(just so as not to use the word \function" once more), and  is a binding operator. For
any term t and variable x, x : t is a term which can be thought of as \a name for the
function which associates t[x] to x"; here t[x] just means that t possibly contains x as a
free variable. Thus x :x appears as the identity, x :(x)x as self-application, and xyz:y
as a projection; all are \universal" in the sense that there is no specied domain or range.
In fact, there is no way of expressing domain or range in the syntax of untyped
-calculus. These notions can be reintroduced at the level of interpretations, via \func-
tional semantics" (a kind of semantics which includes all the models we will present
later on), or, on an abstract syntactical level, via typing.
The calculus (called -reduction) is dened by a very simple set of rewriting rules
on the terms of the language. The heart of the calculus is substitution: the result of
applying x : t to u is the term t[x := u] obtained by replacing all free occurrences of
x in t by u; it is important however to take care of avoiding variable clashes, as we
will see. At this stage we note that, although every term has an intended functional
behavior (it can be applied to arguments), only for abstractions, namely terms of the
form x : t, does this intention gives rise to a possible computation.
Read through the Curry{Howard correspondence, -reduction corresponds to (possi-
bly) multiple steps in some cut-elimination process (in proofs), which is nothing less
than the successive replacement of lemmas by their proofs, within a given proof.
Remark. The control given by the logic in a typed calculus amounts to a restriction
of application, and in particular of self-application. The price is a loss of terms, and
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hence of general tools, like the \xed point operators" that we shall meet later on,
while we gain global properties of the remaining terms, like normalization properties
(i.e. all relevant computations end).
2.4. -terms vs. integers
Though -calculus is very elementary, its study is very dicult; in this respect, the
term model  can be compared to the set of integers N . Like N , also,  is able
to represent all nitary objects (or data) (integers, lists, words, trees, formulas), as
well as all the computable functions on them. The major dierence is that -calculus
allows meaningful encodings, which not only respect the structure of objects but also
the functional intuitions behind them, while the encodings in N largely depend on
arbitrary choices. Finally, a single term may as well represent several concepts at a
time, which is extremely valuable either when dealing with computational motivations
or with foundational ones. This pluri-intentionality of terms shows up globally (terms
may be considered as functions, as programs, as proofs, and also as classes (a tra-
ditional view which goes back to Frege (cf. [55, p. 3; 105])), or as sets [54] (cf.
Section 2.6), and shows up locally: for dierent possible meanings of xy :x see
Section 3.1.
To summarize: owing to Church’s original intentions, -calculus has a considerable
expressive power and is able to represent functional ideas as well as concrete data.
This is of denite interest for computation, and also strongly motivates the desire to
achieve Church’s foundational aim.
2.5. Is -calculus algebraic?
Untyped -calculus is more algebraic in spirit than the typed calculi, since no logic
or proof theory has to be specied, and its syntax is simpler. However the -operator,
and also substitutions, are at the core of the syntax and prevent a direct rst-order
formalization of the theory.
As a matter of fact it is possible to get rid of  and to push substitution to its usual
metalevel just by adjoining to application two constant symbols k and s satisfying
kxy= x and sxyz=(xz)(yz) and two rather simple 89 axioms (see [77, p. 77]). We
are then faced with Schonnkel and Curry’s \combinatory logic" (CL).
There is a syntactic translation between the two systems, and behind this, once
more, a meaningful correspondence in proof theory: -calculus encodes proofs written
in Gentzen’s natural deduction system, while CL corresponds to Hilbert’s deductive
system.
Both systems are equivalent at the equational level [77, p. 87] but, though CL
underlies a conversion whose basic rewriting rules are: kuv! u and suvw! (uv)(uw),
the computational behavior of both systems is dierent [8, p. 155].
For CL; which is a rst order theory, the notion of models is the standard one. But
for -calculus one had to develop specic notions of models.
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Finally, all the functional intuitions are lost in CL; for example the identity x :x is
translated by skk! This point largely justies the eort which is required to enter in
the world of -calculus, even if it looks less familiar at rst sight.
2.6. -calculus for general foundations
We shall now explore another recent direction with respect to the role of -calculus
for foundations.
The idea of taking as primitive the notions of function and application also goes back
to G. Frege, the founder of Mathematical Logic (1879, [55, pp. 1{5]), and is also the
basis of Schonnkel’s logical system (1924, [55, pp. 355{366]), whose mathematical
part is CL.
Church’s system, as well as the many systems proposed thereafter (at least the ones I
know), relied on the following translation between -calculus and naive set theory; the
key points of this (naive) correspondence are: set! function, membership! application
(in the sense that x2y corresponds to \yx is true"), class-formation! abstraction (in
the sense that fx=A is trueg is denoted by x :A. Such a system is presented in [45];
others are mentioned in [44].
The view in Grue’s system Map Theory (MT ) that we present below diers radi-
cally, and is in fact dual: in MT the idea is that x2y if there is a u such that x=yu.
We are interested in Grue’s system since it is directly based on -calculus, on strong
computational intuitions, and on functions. In particular MT does not inject at the level
of language complicated concepts directly inspired by set theory. The language is sim-
ple, most of the axioms and rules are natural, even if the axiomatization has still to
be matured (and we hope that webbed models like those built in [19] and sketched in
Section 5.7, besides providing a clear consistency proof, will help in this). Another in-
terest is that -calculus plays in this system its full computational role, and transfers it
to set-theoretic constructions. This idea is developed in the introduction of [19] where,
in particular, MT is compared with Flagg and Myhill’s system [45].
As already mentioned, MT is designed as a common foundation for Mathematics,
Logic and Computer Science. It is an equational extension of -calculus: its axioms
are equations, its rules only permit to infer equations from equations, and they include
the axioms and rules of -calculus (cf. Section 3.7). Like -calculus, MT underlies a
rewriting system which is the core of computation, and is in fact essentially that of
-calculus.
Grue’s language endows -calculus with ve constants >;?; if; ; and ’ which all
have at least two of the three following intuitive meanings: computational, logical and
set theoretical. To begin with, > is intended for \truth", \termination of calculi", and
\the empty set" and ? represents \indeterminacy" and \looping" (calculi which never
end and give no information in the meantime). In the computational world if represents
Mc Carthy’s conditional (if ... then ... else) and also the pairing construct w.r.t. nitary
data; in the set theoretical world if is the pair set operator, and in the logical world
if, together with > and ?, allows the interpretation of propositional calculus. Now ’
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can be viewed as the characteristic function of the class  of all maps which represent
sets. Finally,  is a strict version of Hilbert’s operator, which is a choice operator
already present among Church’s constants. Modulo a correct axiomatization,  allows
one to dene the usual quantiers (ranging over ) and gives furthermore the Axiom
of Choice for free when maps are interpreted as sets; and in a computational world 
(as well as the other quantiers it generates) can be interpreted in terms of an innite
number of parallel computations.
As a further example let us mention that x :> represents f;g in the set theoretical
world, is the canonical representative for \false" in the logical world, and, in the
computational world, is the \black box" which applied to every argument replies >
without even looking at the argument.
It is worth noting that in MT the representation of integers and truth values is based
upon > and if, and not on Church’s integers or booleans.
An intuitive description of the axiomatization of MT and of its \canonical models"
is given in Section 5.7.
There exist syntactical translations between MT and (ZFC+ Predicate calculus) [54],
which are highly non-trivial, since both systems are really designed on dierent basis.
There exists also a semantic correspondence between canonical models of MT and
universes of Set Theory, which is described in [19, Appendix A] and sketched at the
end of Section 5.7.
2.7. Further readings
This introduction can be complemented with the references below, which are of
course not exhaustive.
Let us rst mention that a very recent issue of the Bulletin of Symbolic Logic is
dedicated to Alonzo Church. The reader will nd there in particular an interesting
and historical survey of Barendregt on the impact of -calculus in logic and computer
science [9].
Classical motivations (up to the 1980s) behind -calculus and its continuous se-
mantics can be found in Scott’s papers. [104, 108, 107] and in the introductory parts
of Barendregt [8], and Stoy [111]. Odifreddi’s introduction [89, pp. 4{13] covers also
more recent programming motivations. For an interesting account of the rst years of
-calculus and of recursive function theory see Kleene’s [74].
Concerning the links with programming theory: Krivine’s brief survey [78], and
Backus [5], which is a 20-year old call for functional programming, are intended for
a general audience. The Curry{Howard correspondence for intuitionist second-order
predicative logic is well explained in [81]. For the classical case see [80]. For the
expressiveness of intuitionist second-order typed-calculi, for their interest from mathe-
matical, computational and metamathematical points of view, and for the connections
with existing programming languages (at that moment) see [46]. The mathematical jus-
tications of the (intuitionist) programming with proofs paradigm can be found (with
no comments) in Krivine’s book below.
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Books: We will essentially refer here to Barendregt’s book [8] and to Krivine’s book
[76, 77]. In particular, it is worth noting that the systematic study of webbed models
of (untyped) -calculus (in the sense of the present paper) was initiated in [76]. Other
classical text-books are Stoy [111], and Hindley{Seldin [60]. For the connections of
-calculus with recursion theory, and of continuity with computability, see Odifreddi’s
book [88]. Girard’s proofs and types [50] is a proof-theoretic approach to typed
calculi.
3. -calculus
Throughout the paper,  will denote denitional identity.
3.1. -terms
We start from an innite set of variables V , a binary function symbol (which will
be omitted), and an \abstraction operator" .
Since it is more convenient for several purposes, and also for compatibility reasons,
we will adopt Krivine’s notation for application, which is inverse to the usual one: t
applied to t0 will be denoted (t)t0!
The set T of -terms is dened as the smallest set which contains V and is closed
under application and under the abstraction operator: if t and t0 are terms and x is a
variable, then (t)t0 and x : t are terms.
 is a binding operator (in this respect the status of x: is similar to that of 8x or
=x). As a matter of fact, one very soon works \up to -renaming", that is we identify
two terms which dier only by a (correct) renaming of bounded variables.
For the formal denition of free and bound variables, subterms and of -renaming,
we refer to [77], but examples are given below. Closed terms, also called combinators,
are those terms without free variables.
Notations.  will denote the set of -terms up to -renaming. 0 the set of closed
-terms, up to -renaming. <! the set of nite sequences of elements of . t; u; v : : :
range over all terms, and f; x; y : : : over variables. t; u; : : : range over nite sequences
of elements of . FV (t) will denote the set of all free variables of t.
Conventions. Except when reasoning by induction on the structure or length of
terms (or when giving a term to a computer !), one takes the freedom of adding
pairs of parentheses when necessary for readability, and one uses the following
abbreviations:
xy : t for x :y : t:
 x:t for x1 : : : xn:t; with n= l( x)>0:
u v for (::((u)v1)v2:::)vn; with n= l( v)>0:
For n=0,  x:t and u v denote respectively t and u.
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Example 1 (Free and bound variables). In (x :x)x the rst occurrence of x is bound-
ed, and the second is free. Also, this term is -equivalent to, and hence identied with,
(y :y)x.
x :(x :x)x is closed: the rst occurrence of x is bounded by the second , and
conversely. But we will in general avoid such an unreadable choice of variable names.
Example 2 (Church integers). n^ f:x : (f)(f) : : : (f)| {z }
n times
x which represents the integer
n as the nth iterator which, given two arguments, applies n-times the rst to the second.
Example 3 (The Booleans True and False). T  x :y :x and F  x :y :y:
Example 4. I  x :x; K  x :y :x and S  x :y :z:((x)z)(y)z. K and S are basic
combinators, which are furthermore essential for the translation of combinatory logic
into -calculus. Using the abbreviations above, we have S = xyz:(xz)(yz).
Example 5. 
  where  x :xx is self-application. 
 is frequently used for rep-
resenting looping (any computation which lasts indenitely, without even giving partial
results) and indeterminacy. This will be justied later on.
Example 6 (Curry’s xed point operator). Y  f:(x :f(xx))x :f(xx).
It will be justied later on that Y is indeed a xed point operator. Fixed point
combinators are crucial for representing functions dened by recursive equations within
-calculus. 5
Example 7 (I -terms). A I -term is a term which, like I (and S; n^ for n 6= 0; 
; Y ),
but unlike K; has no subterm of the shape y :u with y =2FV (u).
I -terms have a nice normalization property (Proposition 25) and were favored by
Church, in spite of complications due to the fact that F and 0^ are not I -terms.
The simple example of F above illustrates how several meanings can be given to the
same term, since x :y :y represents simultaneously a second projection, the Church
integer 0^, and the boolean value F(alse); it also represents a proof of A) (B)B),
but that is another (typed!) story. This does not come from an arbitrary encoding of
the dierent notions: the operational behavior of x :y :y will indeed be compatible
with all these interpretations.
3.2. Substitutions
The treatment of substitution is not the most exciting part in the presentation of
-calculus but, since it is the core of the calculus, one has to put up with it.
5 Curry called Y the paradoxical combinator since Y allows a standard translation of Russell’s Paradox
into a term of -calculus (where it no longer gives rise to a paradox, essentially because translations of
sentences into -calculus are not necessarily 2-valued).
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The \variable clashes" phenomenon which will be pointed out below for -calculus
also occurs in usual mathematics, however it is never given an explicit treatment, since
the real interest is elsewhere. Let us give an example:
From the intuitive meaning of the formula (F): 8x9y((x+y)= 0) it should be clear
that if (F) is true then all its instances (Ft) :9y((t + y)= 0), where t is any term of
the language, should be also true; however this is not the case: we cannot substitute
y for x since (F) clearly does not imply 9y((y + y)= 0). What happens is that the
new \y" has been captured by 9y. Since y should indeed be substitutable, and since
the y bound by 9 has no real existence, we change its name in (F) and work, when
treating the \y" case, with the \-equivalent" formula 8x9z ((x + z)= 0).
In usual mathematics, as well indeed as in CL, this treatment, that is the correct
use of the rst-order predicate calculus rules, is done implicitly. But when studying
-calculus we cannot skirt this point, since it is the real heart of our topic; thus we
are led to consider two notions of substitution.
Denition 8 (Simple (or contextual) substitution). uhx := vi is obtained by replacing
all the free occurrences of x in u by v.
Simple substitution is useful for expressing congruences and more generally for
\putting terms into contexts", which happens to be necessary when studying their full
operational behavior. However, this substitution cannot be the base of -computation,
since we wish to keep the meaning of a term during its computation, whereas in
uhx := vi the free variables of v may be captured by some ’s of u (variable clashes),
which is a bad feature from this point of view:
Example 9. (y :x) hx :=yi y :y, where a \constant function" becomes the identity.
Thus, for -computation, we have to take care of working with the following notion.
Denition 10. Correct substitution (no variable clashes) is dened as follows: u[x := v]
 u0hx := vi where u0 is any term obtained by renaming the bound variables of u to
avoid the free variables of v. The justication that this is a good denition (up to
-renaming) is worked out in [77].
Example 11. (y :x) [x :=y] (z:x)hx :=yi z:y.
Of course, closed terms are not aected by substitutions: if t is closed then t= t[x :=
v] = thx := vi.
Denition 12. A relation on  is contextual if it is compatible with application and
-abstraction, or equivalently with simple substitution. A congruence is a contextual
equivalence relation.
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3.3. -reduction and -congruence
Denition 13. A term of the form (x :u)v; u; v 2  is called a redex, and u[x := v],
the term obtained by correct substitution of v to all free occurrences of x in u, is called
its reduct.
This \reduct" can be much longer than the redex itself, since x may have several
free occurrences in u. A term may contain no, one, or several redexes as subterms.
And these redexes may be nested, like in I(I)K  (x :x)((y :y)K), or disjoint, like
in IK(I)K  ((x :x)K)((y :y)K).
One step of calculus inside a term t consists in replacing an arbitrary redex by
its reduct (a choice has to be made). One writes t!0 t0 if t0 is obtained from t by
a one-step reduction. A reduction sequence is a sequence of one-step reductions, for
example: IK(I)K!0 K(I)K!0 KK .
Denition 14. -reduction is the reexive and transitive closure of !0 , and is denoted
by !. It is a contextual relation because !0 is.
Denition 15. -congruence or -equivalence, denoted by =, is the symmetric and
transitive closure of !, and is also the smallest equivalence relation on  which
contains !0 . It is a congruence over .
Example 16 (Curry’s xed point combinator). Let Y  f:(x :f(xx))(x :f(xx))
then, for any term t; Yt= t(Yt) 6 hence, modulo =; any t has a xed point in ,
namely Yt . Note also that 
= YI .
Denition 17. A term is normal if it contains no redex, normalizable if it can be
reduced to a normal term, and strongly normalizable if there is no innite reduction
sequence starting from t. A normalizing sequence is a reduction sequence ending with
a normal term.
One of the important properties of -conversion is the Church{Rosser property
(CR), also called the conuence property:
Theorem 18 (CR). If t -reduces to t and to t0; then there is a common t00 to which
t and t0 -reduce.
Two more or less immediate consequences of CR are:
Corollary 19. If t is normalizable; then all its normalizing sequences end on the same
normal term.
Corollary 20. Two terms are -equivalent i they have a common -reduct.
6 Hint: try rst to reduce Yt.
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3.4. Left- and head-normalizations
It is easy to prove that the set N of normal terms is the smallest set of terms which
contains variables, and is such that  x:yt1 : : : tn is in N whenever all the ti’s are in N
(for x and y any variables, n>0; l( x)>0). A more general class of terms is that of
head-normal terms.
Denition 21. A term is head-normal 7 if it is of the form  x:y t (with no condition
on the ti’s).
It is very easy to prove, by induction on the structure (or length) of terms, that any
term t is either head-normal or has the form  x:Rt, where R is a redex; in this case R
is called the head redex of t.
One step of head-reduction consists in reducing the head redex of the term (if any).
Then, t!h t0 means that one can reach t0 from t by a succession of one-step head
reductions.
The left reduction strategy consists in always reducing the leftmost redex of a (non-
normal) term, that is the redex (if there is one) which has the leftmost \(". The head
reduction strategy always reduces the head-redex of a term (if any), and stops when
there is none. Since the head redex of a term (if any) is its leftmost redex, the maximal
sequence of the successive left reducts of a term begins with the maximal sequence of
its successive head reducts (and coincides with it if one never reaches a head-normal
term).
Denition 22. A term is left-normalizable (resp. head-normalizable) if the left-reduc-
tion sequence (resp. the head-sequence) is nite.
Obviously, left-normalizable terms are normalizable and are head-normalizable.
Example 23. 
 , with  x :xx is the most famous example of a non-head-
normalizable term (and hence non-left-normalizable), indeed

 !h !h !h    :
F
 is normalizable (and reduces to I ) but is not strongly normalizable, x
 is head
normal but not left-normalizable. YK and K1 (x :K(xx))(x :K(xx)) are other in-
teresting examples of non-head-normalizable closed terms: this time the head-reduction
produces innitely many head ’s; since
YK!h K1!h x1:K1!h x1x2:K1!h    :
The relationship between the diverse normalizations is expressed by the two propo-
sitions below:
7 For a reason I do not understand these terms are generally called \in head normal form".
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Proposition 24. Completeness of the left-reduction strategy:
normalizable() left-normalizable(=) head-normalizable).
The only non-trivial implication is the rst left-to-right implication, which can be
understood as a completeness property of the left-reduction w.r.t normalization. A se-
mantic proof will be given in Section 5.3.4 and a variant in Section 5.6.2.
Proposition 25. For I -terms: normalizable () strongly normalizable.
Left reduction has the best mathematical properties, to begin with the complete-
ness result above, but it is not very ecient, since it multiplies the computation of
arguments. For example, the left reduction of v, with = x :xx and v  Ix, will have
to calculate v twice.
Call-by-name, call-by-value. Left-reduction is also called the \call-by-name strat-
egy", by contrast to the \call-by-value strategy" [94], which always computes an ar-
gument before consuming it. In this latter case only those redexes (x : t)u where u
belongs to the subset of terms considered as \values" are reducible. The call-by-value
strategy can be simulated within left reduction [94], and a more recent result shows
that this can be done in a meaningful and ecient way by means of closed terms, the
\storage operators", which also happen to play a crucial role in the extension of the
Curry{Howard correspondence to classical logic [79].
Laziness. Each strategy has a lazy version where one stops computation as soon as
one reaches an abstraction (the idea being that it is not worth computing a function
which will never be applied to an argument). Laziness is one of the features of most
concrete programming functional languages, and is also part of the notion of reduction
underlying Map theory. The following useful denition makes particular sense when
dealing with lazy versions of -calculus.
Denition 26. The functionality order o(t) of a term t is the largest n>0 such that
t -reduces to some  x:u with l( x)= n; if such a largest integer exists, otherwise
o(t)1.
For example, o(II)= 1; o(K)= 2; o(K1)=1 and, nally, for t closed, o(t)= 0
implies t unsolvable.
Comments on the operational behavior of head- and left-reductions. Suppose that
the term t head-reduces to a head-normal term  x:y t . Then either this term is normal,
and we have nished, or the left reduction of t continues inside the subterms ti’s (from
left to right), and, whatever will happen next, all the successive reducts will be of the
form  x:y u with l(t)= l( u) (= n); thus at the end of the head-reduction of t we have
got as a partial result the invariant ( x:y; n); as the left reduction of t keeps on we will
maybe get further such partial informations, that we can gather. If the term is (left-)
normalizable, then a complete result will be reached at the hand: the normal form of
t: At the other end, if t is not even head-normalizable, then the head or left reduction
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of t will continue indenitely, without ever giving any information on t. 8 This is the
reason why non-head-normalizable terms are considered as representing looping, that
is: any calculus which lasts indenitely without giving any useful information back.
For the same reason they are also considered, in dierent contexts, as representing
indeterminacy, or total lack of information (though one can still be more drastic).
Later on, we will give an algebraic characterization of the head-normalizable terms
as solvable terms. The equivalence between the operational and the algebraic denitions
is not at all trivial, in one direction, and the most concise way I know of presenting
the proof is done via a third characterization: both classes of terms contain exactly
those terms which can be given a value dierent from \bottom" in Engeler’s model
(Section 5.3.3). Variations of the proof give the completeness of left-normalization,
and other normalization results.
3.5. Church’s denition of computable functions
Denition 27. A partial function f :N!N is -representable (or -computable) if
there exists t 2 such that
tn^! df(n) if f(n) is dened;
tn^ is not normalizable otherwise
Church’s denition is very elegant. The only arbitrary choice here is the way we
chose to represent the integers (here by Church’s integers), and it corresponds to a
precise understanding of integers: as iterators. Other meaningful choices can be made,
which have a dierent computational behavior. 9
*Variations of the denition. We mention dierent ways (two operational and one
algebraic) of giving an equivalent denition. Firstly, because of the completeness of
left-normalization and the fact that Church’s integers n^ are normal terms, ! can be
strengthened to \left−reducts to : : :" and \not normalizable" to \the left-normalization
procedure never ends", which gives the full computational avor. Secondly, an (a pri-
ori) stronger denition asks for \not head-normalizable" instead of \not normalizable"
(Barendregt). Finally, ! can obviously be replaced by = (because of Corollary 20).
Church’s Thesis states that this denition is equivalent to any other mathematical
denition of a computable function.
All existing mathematical formalizations of the notion of computable (or recursive)
functions, no matter how dierent they appear at rst sight, can be proved to be
equivalent (and equivalent to this one !). For an enlightening presentation of the various
possible denitions and of their equivalences, as well as for interesting intensional
extensions of Church’s Thesis, see [88].
8 Except maybe for a lower bound on its functionality order.
9 For example, there is no -term which computes the predecessor of a Church integer in a constant
number of reduction steps [91]. There are other representations of integers which do not have this drawback
(but have others) [90].
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A few basic examples. The addition can be represented by y:z:f:x :(yf)(zfx);
the multiplication by y:z:f:x :(y(zf))x or y:z:f:y(zf); and exponentiation
(m; n) 7!mn by y:z:zy. It is less direct to produce a term for the predecessor.
3.6. Solvable and unsolvable terms
We now turn to the algebraic view of head-normalizable terms as solvable terms.
That both notions are equivalent is by no way obvious. But once the result is proved
we have the fruitful option of switching between an algebraic and an operational view
of the same objects.
Denition 28. A closed term t is solvable if there is a nite sequence u2<! such
that t u= I . More generally, a term t is solvable if some (or any) of its closures  x:t
is solvable (closure means here that x contains all the free variables of t).
Theorem 29. solvable() head-normalizable.
As a consequence, 
 and K1 are unsolvable.
Another trivial consequence is that the class of head-normalizable terms is closed
under -equivalence (since the class of solvable terms is, obviously).
Proof of the theorem. ) will be proved in Section 5.3.3.
(: It is clearly enough to check it for closed head-normal terms. Now, if t= x1 : : :
xm:yu1 : : : un is such a term, with m; n>0 and y= xj, then tv1 : : : vm! I , for
vj = z1 : : : zn: I and any choice of the other vi’s.
Remark 1. Although this requires a small familiarity with -calculus, it is not dicult
to prove the completeness of left-reduction (Theorem 24) as a corollary of Theorem 29.
A sketch of the proof is as follows: rst notice that all normal terms, and hence all
normalizable terms, are solvable; hence they are head-normalizable; afterwards the
proof goes by induction on the length of the normal term v such that t! v (hint:
factorize via the head-normal form th of t).
3.7. The axiomatization of -congruence
Suppose we are interested in developing tools for reasoning about equations t= u
between terms. Since -terms are not rst-order terms, we cannot use predicate calculus
as the formal way of reasoning about these equations, and have to propose an alterna-
tive. Since furthermore we want to stay in a world of equations it will be \equational
reasoning" in the following sense. For axiomatizing an (equational) theory, which is
a set E of equations between terms, we specify a (recursive) subset of E, the axioms,
and a recursive set of inference rules which allow to infer from the axioms all the
equations of E; and nothing else.
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A rule has the following form: e1; : : : ; en ‘ e where e and the ei’s are equations and
n>0 (using n=0 allows us to include the axioms among the rules); The sign ‘ is
to be understood as follows: we are able to derive the equation on its right-hand side
only if we are able to derive all the equations on its left-hand side. In the case of
-congruence it is nearly obvious that the axiomatization below works, where, as usual
in this paper, the metavariables t; u; : : : range over terms, and x; y over variables:
1. (redex= reduct) ‘ (x :u) v= u[x := v]
2. (reexivity)‘ t= t
3. (symmetry) t= t0 ‘ t0= t
4. (transitivity) t= t0; t0= t00 ‘ t= t00
5. (app) t= t0; u= u0 ‘ tu= t0u0
6. (abs) t= t0 ‘ x : t= x : t0
Rules 5 and 6 express that = commutes with the operators, and are equivalent to
the single rule:
5-6. (congr) t= t0 ‘ uhx := ti= uhx := t0i
Axiomatizations in the same style can be done more generally for any recursively
presentable binary relation on . For example an axiomatization of ! can be given
in the same style: just suppress the symmetry rule and replace = with !.
Remark 2. We could not replace the \proof-theoretic" sign ‘ for logical inference by
a classical implication, adding universal quantiers where they seem to be needed, in
order to present the system above as a classical 89 rst-order theory. Rules 1 and
6 would clearly be problematic and one has rst to get rid of the -operator and of
substitution, in other words to turn to combinatory logic.
3.8. The consistency of -calculus
An immediate consequence of Corollary 20 is that the term model of -equality,
namely ==, is innite, since there are innitely many distinct normal terms. This
proves in particular that -calculus is consistent, in the sense that it is impossible to
derive all equalities from the system above (or equivalently that -congruence diers
from  ).
This argument relies on CR, and hence is elementary and purely syntactical.
A more conceptual way for proving the consistency would be to exhibit a mean-
ingful model, that is, here, a mathematical structure whose construction is based on
non-operational intuitions, and in which one can interpret terms in such a way that
two -equivalent terms have the same interpretation (and not all terms are equated).
As already mentioned the rst model only came 30 years after the syntactical
proof.
Remark 3. To prove the consistency of -calculus, it is enough to prove that the
booleans T and F are -distinct (which follows from CR). Indeed, for any u; t we
have: Ftu= u and Ttu= t; so F = T implies u= t.
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3.9. -reduction and -congruence
Denition 30. -equivalence is the smallest congruence on  containing all pairs
(x : t x; t) with x not free in t: It underlies a notion of reduction called -reduction
(where x : t x ! t).
-equivalence plays a secondary but pleasant and useful role in the theory of
-calculus since it allows one to see each term as an abstraction. Both -reduction and
-equivalence can be consistently added to -calculus. The resulting -reduction and
-congruence share the main properties of their -analogues, to begin with the Church{
Rosser property. The new calculus is called extensional -calculus (or -calculus).
The semantic consistency proofs for the - and -calculus were obtained simultane-
ously, since Scott’s rst model is indeed extensional.
To axiomatize -equivalence it is enough to add to the system given in Section 3.7
one of the two axioms below (and to replace = by =).
7. ‘ x : t x= t (for all t; x such that x is not free in t)
70. ‘ = I (where   xy:xy).
Proposition 31. It is equivalent for a term to be - or -normalizable.
Proof. -normalizable terms are -normalizable because, rst, -reduction does not
create redexes and, second, -reduction is always terminating since it decreases the
length of terms. The converse can rather easily be proved syntactically ([8] or [77]).
A semantic argument will be given in Section 5.6.2 (cf. Example 140).
3.10. Equational theories and -theories
We will use the following terminology, and its obvious analogues relative to the
-calculus.
Denition 32. A -congruence is any congruence relation on  which extends = .
Any set E of equations between terms of  generates a -congruence =E , namely the
smallest -congruence which contains all pairs (t; u) such that t= u is in E.
Denition 33. A -theory T is a set of equations such that f(t; u) j t= u2Tg is a
-congruence.
Thus -congruences and -theories are essentially the same thing, either viewed as
a binary relation or as a set of equations. More generally:
Denition 34. A theory will be in this paper any set of equations between terms of
 which \is" an equivalence relation on .
Example 35 ( and ). The -theories corresponding to = and = are tradition-
ally called  and .
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Denition 36. A theory is sensible if it equates all unsolvable terms, and is semi-
sensible if it does not equate a solvable term with an unsolvable term.
The existence of (consistent) sensible theories and the fact that such theories are
necessarily semi-sensible follows from Proposition 45 and Remark 4 below.
Some -theories are axiomatizable (in the sense of Section 3.7), most are not. As a
matter of fact, no sensible -theory is axiomatizable; on the other hand axiomatizable
-theories are dense (for ) (cf. Barendregt’s book [8, p. 431]).
Some -theories can appear as the symmetric closure of a binary reduction extending
-conversion, most do not (cf. [8, Chapters 16,17]).
-theories may appear either in a syntactical context (cf. Section 3.12), or in a
semantic one, since the set of equations satised in a model is a -theory (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2).
Denition 37. A theory is lazy if it never equates two terms with dierent (function-
ality) orders. It is strongly lazy if it is lazy and, for all n2N [f1g it gives the same
value to all closed unsolvables of order n.
Lazy theories are semi-sensible; this is left as an exercise (using Remark 4).
Denition 38. We say that a set E of equations is consistent with -calculus if the
congruence that it generates is non-trivial. Using Remark 3 it is easy to see that
this amounts to say that T =F cannot be derived from the inference system ob-
tained by adding the elements of E as new axioms to the system dening = in
Section 3.7.
Of course, the problem of the consistency of sets of equations in an extended lan-
guage (with constants added), is also important, as well for practical applications (\sug-
ared" programming languages), as for theoretical investigations, or for foundational
purposes, but we restrict the scope here to \pure" -calculus.
3.11. Basic consistencies and inconsistencies
We give here some non-trivial examples of consistency and inconsistency results,
which begin with a simple observation concerning separable terms.
Denition 39. Two closed terms t; u are separable if there is a v such that t v= T and
u v= F ; more generally two terms t; u are separable if it is the case for some pair of
closures  x:t and  x:u.
Obviously:
Lemma 40. It is inconsistent to equate two separable terms.
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Denition 41. Two head-normal terms are similar if, once written as x1 : : : xn:xt1 : : : tm
and x1 : : : xn0 : x0t1 : : : tm0 (i.e. we take the same xi’s for both, as long as possible), we
have that x and x0 are the same variable and m− n=m0 − n0.
It is an easy exercise to show that non-similar head-normal terms are separable, so
we have:
Corollary 42. It is inconsistent to equate two non-similar head-normal terms.
By contrast the following result, due to Bohm [22], is far from obvious.
Theorem 43 (Bohm). Any two non--equivalent normal terms are separable.
Corollary 44. It is inconsistent to equate two non--equivalent normal terms.
Proposition 45. It is consistent to equate (simultaneously) all unsolvable terms.
Proof of Proposition 45. We will prove in Section 5.3.3 that Engeler’s model E
equates all unsolvables and we will see that the method is general enough to apply
(easily) to many models.
In fact, there exists 2! dierent sensible -theories ([8, p. 421] and Section 6.3).
Remark 4. It is however inconsistent to equate simultaneously all unsolvable terms to
the same solvable term t. It is indeed easy to prove that K1= t is consistent i t is
unsolvable (hint: rst try K1= I).
Remark 5. It is inconsistent to equate all non-normalizable terms.
Proof. x :F
= x :T
 implies KF
=KT
, and hence implies F =T .
*Proposition 45 can be seen as a consequence of Theorem 47 below, which needs
more work than will be presented here, and for which we need the following denition:
Denition 46. * The Bohm tree of a term t is a nitely branching labelled tree which is
dened as follows: if t is not head-normalizable, then BT (t) has just one node, labelled
?, if t!h  x:yt1 : : : tn, with possibly l( x)= 0 or n=0, then BT (t) has a root labelled
 x:y to which n-subtrees are attached, which are, from left to right, BT (t1); : : : ; BT (tn).
Let BT  ft= u jBT (t)=BT (u)g. It is not dicult to prove that -equivalent terms
have the same Bohm tree (by induction on the depth of the nodes [8, p. 219]).
Theorem 47. * BT is a consistent -theory.
As a matter of fact D1; P!, and E all satisfy BT . Furthermore Th(E)=Th(P!)=BT ,
hence BT is a -theory (and in particular it is contextual); proofs for P! and D1 are
given in [61] or [112, 113].
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Corollary 48. * It is consistent to equate all xed point operators.
Proof. Suppose Z is a xed point operator, i.e. a closed term such that Zt= t(Zt) for
all t 2. Applying this to t  y:z we get Z(y:z)= z; hence Z(y:z) left-normalizes
to z (by CR plus the completeness of left-normalization), which is possible only if the
head-normalization of Z reaches an abstraction. Hence there is W such that Z!h x :W .
Now, from Zx= x(Zx) we get W = xW: From this equation and from the fact that
-equivalent terms have the same tree it follows easily that BT (W ) consists of just
one innite branch, all nodes being labelled by x. Thus, BT (Z) which is obtained from
BT (W ) just by adding x : in front of the label of the root, is (innite and) independent
of Z , and we can apply Theorem 47.
The next proposition argues in favor of the \total undenedness" of 
.
Denition 49. A closed term is easy if it can be consistently equated to any other
closed term t.
Easy terms are necessarily unsolvable (this is a direct consequence of Remark 4),
but the converse is false: 
3  33, where 3  x :xx is unsolvable but is not an easy
term: it is indeed nearly trivial to derive 3 = I from 
3 = I (hint: start by reducing

3), which contradicts Corollary 42.
Proposition 50. 
 is easy.
Proof. The proposition was rst proved syntactically by Jacopini [62] (cf. [8, p. 402]).
A semantic proof was then given by Baeten and Boerbom [6] (cf. Section 5.5).
Many other interesting examples of consistent -theories are studied in [8, Chapters
16,17], most of the time syntactically. We will present more recent consistency results
in Section 6, which all are obtained by building adequate webbed models. Also easiness
will be revisited in Section 6.8.
3.12. Strategies and observational equivalences
We are interested here in theories which arise from syntactical considerations. They
can be motivated as well by computational considerations as by theoretical ones.
These theories are generated by strategies, with possible variations on the meaning
of \generated"; strategy has here a rather general meaning since total freedom (-
conversion) will be considered as a strategy.
A strategy S has two components: the rst tells us what kind of reductions we are
allowed to perform, and the second tells us which terms are considered as admissible
results (or values). We write t!S u if u is obtained from t by performing S, and t +S
if there is a value u such that t!S u.
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Example 51.10
1. Sn: left-reduction and normal terms (call-by-name reduction)
2. Sh: head-reduction and head-normal terms (head-reduction)
3. Sl: head-reduction and abstractions (lazy-head reduction)
4. Sv: call-by-value reduction and abstractions (lazy call-by-value reduction)
5. S0: -reduction and closed terms
6. S0I : -reduction and closed I -terms
Notations. Given t; t0 2, 0(t; t0) will denote the set of closing contexts for both
t; t0, namely the set of those u2 such that both uhx := ti and uhx := t0i are closed.
Denition 52. The contextual theories generated by S are the congruences Tctx(S)
and Tctx;0(S) dened by
Tctx(S)ft= t0 j 8u (uhx := ti +S, uhx := t0i +S )g ;
T ctx;0(S)t= t0 j 8u20(t; t0) (uhx := ti +S, uhx := t0i +S )} :
Comments. Let us consider closed terms as programs. Two terms are \equal" or
\operationally equivalent" (relatively to S) if, whenever placed in the same closing
context the resulting programs behave in the same way, w.r.t. convergence to some
value (this often forces the value to be the same). This computational interpretation
ts Tctx;0(S), and obvious variations lead to Tctx(S), which has to be considered in
cases where, as for S0 and S0I here, T
ctx;0(S) is not relevant. 11
Remark 6. If S is such that t +S if and only if x:t +S , then Tctx(S)=Tctx;0(S). This
is the case for Sh and Sn.
Remark 7. Though contextual, Tctx(S) and Tctx;0(S) are not necessarily -theories,
since they do not have to contain =; for example Tctx(Sh) and Tctx(Sn) are -
theories 12 but Tctx(Sv) is not.
Remark 8 (Laziness). It is easy to check that if S is lazy then Tctx(S) and Tctx;0(S)
are also lazy.
Let us consider now the case of Sh, which is especially relevant for us (the other
examples will be used too, but only in Section 6.7). We claim:
Proposition 53. Tctx(Sh) is the unique maximal contextual semi-sensible theory.
10 For a more comprehensive survey see the introduction of [57].
11 However it is often the case in practice that, given S, there exists a S0 very close to S and such that
Tctx(S)= Tctx; 0(S0).
12 This is indeed equivalent to proving the head- or left-reduction theorem.
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Proof. Let T be a contextual and semi-sensible theory and suppose t= t0 2T . Since T
is contextual the equation uhx := ti= uhx := t0i is also in T (for all u), and since T is
semi-sensible this implies that, for all u, both uhx := ti and uhx := t0i are simultaneously
solvable or unsolvable; which is exactly to say that t= t0 2Tctx(Sh) (using the head-
normalization theorem (Theorem 29)).
Corollary 54. Tctx(Sh) is the unique maximal sensible -theory.
One of our interests for Tctx(Sh) here is that Tctx(Sh)=Th(D1) (only  will be
proved in the paper).
It is worth noting that there is an alternative characterization of Tctx(Sh) in terms of
trees:
* Tctx(Sh)= ft= t0 jNT (t)=NT (t0)g where NT (t) is the Nakajima tree of t, which
is, roughly speaking, an innite -expansion of the Bohm tree of t (cf. [8, ex. 19.4.4]).
Lemma 55. * Tctx(Sn)$Tctx(Sh) and Tctx(Sn) is semi-sensible.
Proof. Suppose t= t0 2Tctx(Sn) and t is solvable. Then there are x and v such that
( x:t) v= I . I is a normal term, hence ( x:t) v is normalizable (by CR). Thus ( x:t0) v
is normalizable, hence head-normalizable, hence solvable, which forces t0 to be also
solvable. This proof works more generally if we replace t and t0 by uhy := ti and
uhy := t0i, hence t= t02Tctx(Sh). The inclusion is strict since it can be shown that the
equation J = I , where J is the non-normalizable term Y (x:y:z:y(x)z) is in Tctx(Sh):13
4. Models
4.1. Introduction
We are interested in nding models which, unlike the term model, allow concep-
tual views of the syntax and lead to a better understanding of -equivalence and
-conversion. We would like to recover some of the intuitions which were behind
the calculus, to begin with the functional intuition, and nally we would like to have
(partial) mathematical characterizations of the notion of \computable function".
All the models presented here are in fact models of -equivalence, in the sense that
two -congruent terms always get the same interpretation. They can however be used
to get information on -reduction, or on the term model itself (this will be developed
in Section 5.2).
The present section presents the conceptual basis of Scott’s continuous semantics,
and its further variations. In particular, these basic ideas are behind all the models built
in Section 5.
13 See [36] for a direct and purely syntactical proof. Alternatively it can be observed that I and J have
the same Nakajima tree. The most meaningful proof is however semantic.
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4.2. Applicative structures and reexive models of -calculus
Since all -terms can be used as arguments, and since abstractions are essentially
names for functions, it is reasonable to take as model M of -calculus an applica-
tive structure which encodes, in an injective way, a signicant part of its set of
functions.
Thus, we start from an applicative structure (M; ), which just means a set endowed
with a binary function \". This dot will often be omitted.
Denition 56. A function f :M!M is representable in M if there is some d2M
such that f(x)=dx. We let R(M) be the set of functions which are representable in M .
We are interested in injective encodings of R(M) in M ; this amounts to nding a
function G mapping R(M) into M and such that A G= idR(M), where A(d) is x 7!dx.
Then, for obvious cardinality reasons R(M) cannot be the set of all functions from M
to M .
This leads us to the following provisional denition:
Denition 57 ( provisional; because too weak). A model of lambda-calculus is a triple
M (M; ; G) such that G maps R(M) into M , and such that A  G= idR(M), where
A(d) is x 7!dx.
The aim is now to interpret any -term t, in such a way that each closed t is
interpreted by an element of M , and we will see very soon that the denition above
has to be restricted, in order that everything works.
The interpretation goes by induction on the structure of t and can only be done
relative to an environment , which xes the interpretation of the free variables of t
(an alternative presentation is to work with closed terms with parameters in M).
Denition 58. An environment is a function  :V !M . We let MV be the set of all
environments w.r.t. M . For d2M we denote by [x :=d] the environment 0 which
coincides with , except on x, where 0 takes the value d. This denition generalizes
obviously to [ x := d], where we understand that all variables in x are distinct and that
l( d)= l( x)>0.
Denition 59 (Interpretation of -terms). At each step t one denes jtj 2M for all
possible ’s:
jxj (x);
jtt0j jtjjt0j;
jx:tjG(d 7! jtj[x:=d]):
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It is very easy to check, then, by induction on t, that, given t; jtj depends only on
the value of  on the free variables of t. So we can adopt the simplied notation:
jt[ x := d]j instead of jtj[ x:= d]; if FV (t) x:14
Denition 59 is however correct only if one can ensure at each step that the latter
function is in R(M), for this we need to prove by induction on t (as soon as jtj has
been dened, for all ’s), that:
Proposition 60. For any t 2; for any x; y; d such that FV (t) x; y; the function
d 7! jt[x :=d; y := d]j is in R(M).
This will be true for all the models we consider in this paper (and can easily be checked
by hand, in each case). More generally, this proposition can be proved exactly when
(M;A;G) is a reexive object of an ambient cartesian closed category (c.c.c.) \with
enough points". 15 This will be the case for all our models since all the semantics we
will be interested in correspond to such ccc’s. If we admit this point about the general
frames, then we can work freely with the weak denition of models, without having
to check Proposition 60 in each case. 16
Read globally, this proposition expresses the \combinatorial completeness" of models
of -calculus, namely that any function which is denable, with the possible help of
parameters from M , is representable in M .
Then, from A G= id, it is easy to prove [8, p. 105]:
Proposition 61. If t= t0 then; for any environment ; jtj= jt0j.
4.3. Equational theories of models
Denition 62. For any t; t0 2, M satises t= t0 if for any environment  we have
jtj= jt0j. This is denoted by \M j= t= t0" or \t=M t0".
Denition 63. The equational theory of M, Th(M), is by denition the set of equa-
tions which are satised by M. If we consider the set Th0(M) of closed equations, 17
then both are (deductively) equivalent since from the very denition of the interpre-
tation of abstraction, t=M u i  x:t=M  x:u. However, Th(M) is a -theory while
Th0(M) is not even a theory (in the sense of Denition 34).
Denition 64. A model is extensional if Th(M). Two other equivalent charac-
terizations are M j= = I or G A= id.
14 * There is no harm in taking a notation similar to that of correct substitution; actually, both are cases of
the \correct substitution on terms with parameters in the model".
15 For the denitions of a c:c:c. and of a reexive object see [8, pp. 107{108].
16 To be honest, introducing models directly via c:c:c:’s would have been cleaner. We chose the presentation
above since it allows us to keep close to intuition.
17 That is, equations between closed terms.
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Denition 65. A model M is sensible (resp. semi-sensible, lazy, strongly lazy) if its
equational theory is.
Denition 66. A model M is fully abstract for the strategy S if Th(M)=Tctx(S). It
is only correct or adequate if two terms which are operationally dierent w.r.t. S have
distinct interpretations in the model, that is, if Th(M)Tctx(S). Similar denitions can
be given w.r.t. Tctx;0(S).
Remark 9. If M is semi-sensible then M is adequate for Sh (Corollary 54).
4.4. Ordered applicative structures and monotonicity
We will in fact only be concerned with partially ordered applicative structures
(M; v; ). This means that v is a partial order and that application is monotone w.r.t.
both of its arguments. This forces all representable functions to be monotone. It also
forces the interpretation jtj of any term t to be monotone w.r.t. , where environments
are ordered pointwise.
The monotonicity condition is justied by Scott’s view of models as sets of sets of
observations (or informations) and of computable functions and functionals as mono-
tone functions over such sets [108]; see also [111, 84], cf. Section 4.5. It is also, indi-
rectly, justied by the fact that it happens to be dicult to nd unorderable models: the
term model itself has been shown only very recently to be unorderable (Section 6.6).
Still for cardinality reasons, not all monotone functions can be representable in M .
That it is possible to restrict monotonicity to suitable notions is the subject of the next
subsection.
4.5. Rening monotonicity
The models are classied into \semantics" according to the nature of their rep-
resentable functions. The next subsection gives a sketchy presentation of the most
interesting semantics, which all are issued from Scott’s continuous semantics [103].
The stable semantics [20, 21, 49] and the recent strongly stable semantics [25] are
strengthening of the continuous semantics, and we will also consider weakenings of it.
In other words, the underlying categories are classied according to the nature of
their morphisms.
In the categories related to the semantics above, all morphisms are true functions. 18
Furthermore, for each model M ; R(M) is an object of the c:c:c. and it coincides with
the set of morphisms on M. Finally the objects are (at least) complete partial orders
and the morphisms are (at least) continuous functions, as dened below.
Denition 67. Complete partial orders (or cpo’s or domains) are partially ordered sets
having a least or \bottom" element (denoted by ?) and in which every directed subset
18 Though sometimes represented by their graphs or relevant part of them (the \traces" we dene later on).
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has a least upper bound (or sup). A subset B of (M; v) is directed if it is non-empty
and any two elements of B are (upper) bounded in B.
Example 68. Complete lattices are cpo’s. Another useful example is that of at do-
mains E?, which are obtained by adding a bottom element below a set E viewed as
an antichain: two distinct elements of E are incomparable.
Denition 69. A function between cpo’s is continuous if it is monotone and commutes
with sup’s of directed sets.
For M;M 0 two cpo’s, we let [M!M 0] denote the set of continuous functions from
M to M 0, ordered with the pointwise order. It is easy to check that it is also a cpo.
Remark 10. * This is also a notion of continuity in the usual topological sense, here
relative to Scott’s topology, which is dened as follows. A subset U of M is (Scott-)
open i it is upwards closed and meets any directed subset B of M such that U
contains sup(B).
Scott’s computational motivations and intuitions behind the choice of domains and
of continuous functions was that \computable functions induce continuous functions on
domains" [108, 88]. The model P! is particularly adapted to highlight Scott’s insight
[106], but we will not develop this point here. We rather choose to illustrate the con-
nection between computability and continuity with the (classical and) more immediate
example of Myhill{Shepherdson’s Theorem.
Let us consider partial functions on N . These can be viewed as total functions on
N?, where N? is the \at" cpo associated to N . The intended meaning of ? is that
it is a virtual integer on which we have no information. 19 For functions f :Nn?!N?
continuity coincides with monotonicity, since N? is at. This is no longer true when
one considers functionals, namely functions of functions (where functions are ordered
pointwise). For example a functional F : (N?!N?)!N? is continuous if and only
if F is monotone and for all f :N?!N? there is a nite restriction g of f such that
F(f)=F(g). 20 Thus, the value of F on f (when dierent from ?) only depends on
a nite part of the graph of f. Such a result is known to be true for partial recursive
functionals on partial recursive functions (this is Myhill{Shepherdson Theorem), and
is computationally intuitive since if the computation of F(f) had to look at innitely
many f(m)’s, then it would never give a value back.
Scott’s continuous semantics deals with the case where R(M) is exactly the set of
continuous functions. The simplest relevant example of a c.c.c. in Scott’s framework
is the category of complete lattices and continuous functions.
Strengthenings of continuity. For further applications to lambda-calculus stable, and
recently strongly stable, functions have been considered. These notions try to ap-
19 Thus, N? describes the quantity of information we can have on an integer in a very manichean way:
either we have no information at all (?) or we have a complete information (n2N ).
20 Where g is nite if fx2N j g(x) 6=?g is nite. The above comment uses that f is the sup of the
directed set Af fg :N?!N? j g nite and g6fg and that there is no innite chain in N?.
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proximate the \sequential" aspects of -calculus and are stronger than continuity: one
requires furthermore commutation with infs of large, and more or less natural, families
of subsets of M . For example stability requires that f(inf (x; y))= inf (f(x); f(y))
whenever x and y have an upper bound.
Weakenings of continuity (-continuity, where  is any regular cardinal) also happen
to be useful, and are already mentioned in [104]. They are necessary for modelling the
\non-deterministic" computational extensions of -calculus (with @1) [97, 40]. Here
\non-deterministic" means that we are in a frame where the normalizing procedure
can give rise to several possible results. The notion of -continuity, for big ’s is
also necessary for dealing with foundational questions [45, 19]; see Section 5.7. Scott’s
continuity corresponds to @0.
Since R(M) is a domain, it is partially ordered. In the case of the continuous
and weakly continuous semantics this order is taken as the pointwise order on func-
tions. In the case of the stable or strongly stable semantics, the relevant order is
Berry’s stable order, which is a renement of the pointwise order: f6s g i 8x; y2M
(x6y)f(x)= inf (f(y); g(x))).
* It is worth noting that Proposition 60 can be strengthened to:
Proposition 70. For each t 2; the function  7! jtj is continuous (resp. weakly
continuous; resp. stable).
4.6. The basic example: continuity over full powerset domains
In this section we make precise what continuous means in the case where (M; v)
is a full powerset, ordered by inclusion, namely
(M; v) (P(D); )
where D is a non-empty set, called here the web of M
The relevance of this example comes from the fact that all graph models, and in
particular Engeler’s model, are based on such full power sets.
Notation. From now on ; ; :: always denote elements of D; a; b; :: denote nite
subsets of D (elements of Ph!(D)); and d; d0; :: denote elements of M .
Since P(D) is a complete lattice, every subset of M , whether directed or not, has a
sup, namely the union of its elements. Also ?= ;.
Thus, a function f on M is continuous i it is monotone and commutes with all
directed unions. 21 Since each d2M is the directed union of its nite subsets, a contin-
uous function on M is completely determined by its trace, which is dened as follows:
Denition 71. The trace of a continuous function f is the subset Tr(f) of P<!(D)D
dened by:
Tr(f)f(a; ) j 2f(a)g:
21 For most practical purposes one can take D countable, which allows us to dene continuity as mono-
tonicity plus commutation with countable increasing unions.
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Thus, Tr(f) can be seen as the relevant part of the graph of f.
Indeed, it is easy to check that, for any d2M,
f(d)= f j 9ad (a; )2Tr(f)g:
Lemma 72. Tr is a continuous and injective function from [M!M ] to P(D<!D);
respectively ordered by the pointwise order on functions and inclusion; and we have:
f6g i Tr(f)Tr(g).
Proof. Straightforward.
4.7. A basic tool: xed point operators on p.o. sets
The following results will prove useful for solving domain equations, and hence for
nding webbed models whose underlying cpo satises some given domain-constraint.
They will also allow us to show that \positive partial webs" are \interpretable" in P(),
allowing then to apply the reducibility technique to the models obtained by completion
of such webs.
Incidentally, these results show that the existence of xed point operators in a model
of -calculus holds in fact in other wide settings.
Lemma 73. Suppose (M; v) is a cpo. Then any continuous function f on M admits
a least xed point; given by T (f) supn2! (fn(?)). More generally; suppose that
f(x)>x; then Tx(f) supn2! (fn(x)) is the least xed point of f above x.
Denition 74. Thus T is a uniform xed point operator, called Tarski’s xed point
operator. It is easy to see that it is the least possible xed point operator.
In particular, T exists in all the models which belong to the continuous, stable, or
strongly stable semantics. It is not necessarily the interpretation of Curry’s xed point
combinator (dened in Example 16), but it can also be the simultaneous interpretation
of all syntactic xed point operators (cf. Theorem 47 and Corollary 48).
The existence of least xed points is true in a wider setting (but then there is no
guarantee that T will work):
Denition 75. A p.o. is chain complete if every chain in it (= totally ordered subset)
has a sup (obviously cpo’s are chain complete).
Lemma 76 (Knaster and Tarski). Suppose (E; v) is a chain complete p.o. and that
f is monotone on M . Suppose furthermore that xvf(x). Then there is a least xed
point y of f such that xvy.
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Proof. The hypothesis ensures that the sequence (y)2On dened by y0 x and y
supff(y) j <g is well dened and non-decreasing. Since E is a set the sequence
is stationary, and its nal value is clearly the least xed point of f above x.
For building webs and models we will in fact use the existence of xed point
operators on the simple cpo’s below.
Example 77. The set of preorders on a given set D is a cpo, once ordered with
inclusion. Its bottom element is \=".
Example 78. Let (E; R; S) be a set equipped with two binary relations. Then the set
of all (D; RD; SD), where D is a subset of E and RD; SD are the restrictions of R; S to
D, is a cpo, once ordered by the substructure relation (or, equivalently here, by the
inclusion relation on P(E)).
For interpreting webs we will rather make use of xed point operators on chain
complete p.o.’s (e.g. Proposition 112).
5. Webbed models
5.1. Introduction
In practice, all the models built for applications are \webbed models", which means,
roughly speaking, that their domain is a subdomain of some (P(D); ).
Scott’s rst model D1 was rst built in 1969 as an inverse limit of a projective sys-
tem [103]. Actually D1 is an extensional model, i.e. it equates all -equivalent terms.
A second model, connected to ordinary recursion theory soon followed: Plotkin and
Scott’s P! (cf. [104, 106] and), built via an elementary construction (see Sections 5.5
and 5.6.3). Then came Engeler and Plotkin’s model E [43, 93], and then other mod-
els, often built with practical purposes. Nearly all of these models belong to Scott’s
continuous semantics.
It was noticed progressively thereafter that, in fact, all practical models of the con-
tinuous semantics models admitted elementary constructions, as \reexive information
systems" or as \lter models" (Sections 5.6.8 and 5.6.9). This was already a webbed
presentation of the models, and already allowed elimination of the inverse limit con-
struction. Moreover, individual lter models themselves were systematically presented
and studied in a proof-theoretic style, as \intersection type assignment systems" (a
view which goes back to Coppo{Dezani{Honsell{Longo [32]).
The presentation that we will give here is simpler (we take more simple webs, even
for the same models) and in particular simplies the computation of the interpretations
of terms and the equational study of the models. It allows us to view most of these
models as sophisticated variations of Engeler’s model and to replace the inverse limit
construction by a simple completion process of partial webs, which can be treated
algebraically and uniformly. This presentation takes its source in Krivine [76], Longo
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[86] and Girard [49]. It can also be related, at least at the level of domains, to the
event structures of [87], 22 so it is clearly not revolutionary. However, it clearly needs
to be promoted since, probably for lack of a systematic treatment like here, it is hardly
ever used for studying continuous models of untyped -calculus, in spite of its obvious
advantages.23;24
* The simplied framework is made possible since most of the interesting models are
in fact based on \prime-algebraic domains", which can be depicted from the structured
subset of their \prime" elements, while the other webbed descriptions focus on the
\algebraic" elements of the model (this is explained in Section 5.6.7). One should
note here that, even in this simplied framework, the \same" model of -calculus can
arise from dierent webs.
* The logical view of (some) models. As mentioned above, one of the traditional
presentations of individual models is to describe them as logical systems. We prefer
the present algebraic presentation since it is more direct, more general and much more
synthetic. 25 But it is fair to say that the reducibility method, that we will use massively
and which is one of the few general tools that are known for studying models, comes
from proof theory.
If one wishes to put the models here in a logical framework, then the best view is to
see them as \strict" intersection type systems, which amounts to the prime description
and avoids redundancies, and hence avoids useless intermediate technical lemmas. This
logical reading of the models is sketched in Section 5.6.1.
* The key dierence between both views is that in the algebraic presentation the
interpretation of a term is dened globally, by induction on the structure of the term,
while the logical view focuses on the proofs showing that a given element  of the
web belongs to the interpretation of t and points out that each such proof can be
obtained from a nite amount of information. Thus the logical view is more eective,
which can explain why it is the one most often used for applications in theoretical
computer science. However this eectivity (and hence the logical reading) only makes
sense for the models which can be generated by a recursive partial web. Furthermore,
the presentation is feasible only if the partial web is very simple, and nally it does
not allow a global treatment of systems.
Plan of the section (comments). The general idea is to follow a bottom-up approach,
so that the reader gets familiar with the most simple (and already very useful) models
before meeting the complex ones. We however insert more general commentaries as
soon as we have met enough concrete examples (Sections 5.2 5.4 and 5.6.1). This
bottom-up presentation corresponds in fact to the natural way one uses or should use
22 Event structures were introduced for modelling concurrent processes.
23See, for example, the many equivalent denitions choosen by Abramsky and Ong for their lazy model
in [2], which should be compared with the one presented in Example 146 below.
24Leading to opaque computations which hide the real mathematical reasons and hence the obvious possible
generalizations. The example of [37] was already mentioned.
25 The development of logical rules and related terminology is paper and time-consuming, and often repet-
itive from a paper to another one, since each model gives rise to a full system.
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these models (except maybe for answering global questions). The idea is that we
leave a class of models for a more complicated one only if the rst one proves to be
inadequate. In general, it is for being able to get a model which solves a specic domain
equation. By this we mean a constraint of the shape M’F(M), where F is some
given functor of the category of partially ordered sets, that the domain underlying the
model has to satisfy. Such equations can, for example, help to interpret new constants,
coming for example from programming motivations. 26
Of course, a more concise presentation was possible, but the intention of this paper
was also to attract people ordinarily reluctant to use models, and we thought that a
much too abstract setting had to be avoided.
5.2. Intended applications of webbed models
1. Proving properties of the syntax. Models are able to reect some operational
features of -calculus, even though the -congruence they induce on  is coarser than
-equivalence, and hence attens -reduction. This shows up throughout the literature
on -models and is clearly illustrated in Sections 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and 5.6.2 below, where
normalization theorems are proved using specic models, and in Section 6.7.
It is moreover even possible to trace head-reduction in depth and uniformly for all
graph models (up to some complexity point). 27
A dierent kind of applications to the syntax is the existence of refutation arguments,
also called non-denability results. Models can indeed be used to prove that \there is
no term t 2 such that : : :". Examples are given in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.6.3 and others
in [8, Chapter 20:3].
2. Consistency arguments. Models can be used to prove the consistency of a given
theory T extending -reduction (even with constants added). This is of most value
if no CR reduction underlies T, but also CR, even if true, could be too tedious, or
too dicult to prove (as a matter of fact it is always tedious !). Of course a model
can also prove directly the consistency of a given reduction system. Examples were
already given, and others will be given in Sections 6, 6.8, and 5.7.
5.3. A paradigm: Engeler’s model E
5.3.1. Denition of E
The idea behind Engeler’s model is simple: we set M  (P(D);) and the set D is
chosen such that P<!(D) DD, so that the trace of any continuous f :M!M is
an element of M . For building such a D we start from an arbitrary non empty set A
of \atoms", not containing pairs, and we build inductively the smallest set D such that
D=A[ (P<!(D) D)
by taking D=
S
Dn, where D0 = ; and Dn+1 =A[ (P<!(Dn) Dn).
26 Many examples are given in Plotkin’s postgraduate course [96].
27 The deepest (and most technical) result of this kind is probably Kerth [68] since it even concerns the
head-reduction of unsolvable terms.
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The rank of 2D is then the smallest n such that 2Dn, the rank of a is dened
as the sup of the ranks of its elements (0 if a is empty).
Denition 79. Engeler’s model is dened as E (M;A;G), 28 where M  (P(D);)
and GTr while application A is dened by
A(d)(d0)dd0f2D j 9a2P<!(D) ad0(a; )2dg: (1)
Thus, for any continuous h :M!M we have
G(h)Tr(h)f(a; ) j 2 h(a)g:
It is easy to check that application is continuous, that A  G= id, and that A(d) is
continuous for all d. It follows from these two last facts that the representable functions
are exactly the continuous ones.
Remark 11. jx1 : : : xn:tj= f(a1; (: : : (an; ) : : :)) j 2 jtj[ x := a ]g.
Example 80. In Engeler’s model,
jI j= f(a; ) j 2 ag; jK j= f(a; (b; )) j 2 ag;
jj  jxy:xyj= f(a; (b; )) j 9b0 b (b0; )2 ag;
jj  jx:xxj= f(a; ) j 2 aag
j
j= ; and jx1 : : : xn:
j= ; and j
tj= ; for all t:
Proof of the last line. j
j  jj  f j 9a jj (a; )2 jjg= f j 9a jj 2 aag= f j
9a jj 9a0 a (a0; )2 ag.
Suppose that there is such an . Choose a jj minimal such that 2 aa, and a0 a
such that (a0; )2 a. Since a jj we have 2 a0a0, hence a0= a by minimality of a.
Thus (a; )2 a, which is easily shown to be impossible by a simple argument on the
rank of a. The other two assertions follow easily from the rst.
Remark 12. jtj=
Sfjt[x := a]j j a2 (P<!(D))l(x) and a (x)g, if FV (t) x, where
inclusion on tuples is pointwise inclusion.
This is immediately checked by induction on t, and is a particular case of Proposi-
tion 70.
28Warning: The author realized much too late (and apologizes for this) that she used the letter \A" for
two dierent uses, namely:
1. the \application" function of a model, and
2. the set of atoms of E, and, more generally later on, the underlying set of partial webs.
Since it is most likely that changing it at that stage would have introduced inconsistencies we chose to leave
it to the reader to distinguish between both uses. This will be in any case always clear from the context.
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5.3.2. Applications of Engeler’s model to -calculus
Normalization theorems. Concerning solvable terms it will be proved that:
Theorem 81. For any t 2; t is solvable i E j= t 6=? i t is head-normalizable.
And we will also prove the left-normalization theorem, in a similar way.
In the next comments we compare the proof given here to the main previous proofs
of the head-normalization theorem.
 *The rst proof that solvable terms are indeed head-normalizable was done via a
similar statement relative to Scott’s D1, [61, 112, 113], and P! [61] The proof was
very involved and relied on the approximation method, which was introduced for
this purpose.
 *More recent proofs of this result were done, syntactically, by working directly on
\intersection assignment type systems" via the \reducibility method". Such a proof is
presented in [77], using Dezani’s system D
, and was already simplifying previous
presentations.
 *The normalization proofs that we give here use Krivine’s variant of the reductibility
argument, but directly in Engeler’s model. This allows simplication in two further
places. First we avoid the redundancies coming from the use of a non-strict type
system like D
. Second we do not have to prove that types are preserved by -
reduction, since the stronger semantic counterpart of this fact, which states that -
equivalent terms have the same interpretation, has been shown once and for all for
all models. Finally, this proof can be extended to cover, uniformly, many webbed
models, including D1 and P!, and can be adapted to treat other normalization
theorems.
Refutation arguments. We just give a simple example, from which it is easy to ex-
trapolate other applications.
Proposition 82. There is no term t such that tu=T if u is head normalizable; and
tu=F otherwise.
Proof. We look at the interpretations of terms in Engeler’s model. Using the mono-
tonicity of application, and the fact that 
=?, we deduce rst that jF j6jT j, since
jF j= jt
j= jtj?6jtj jI j= jtI j= jT j, and then that d06d for all d; d0 in the model, since
d0= jF jdd06jT jdd0=d, which is a contradiction.
This result could also have been obtained by straightforward syntactical consid-
erations; it is however clear that for more complicated statements such a semantic
argument is a signicant gain, if not the only possible option.
Consistencies. Thus, E can be used to prove that it is consistent to equate all un-
solvables. It could also be used to show that it is consistent to equate all xed point
operators (to Tarski’s xed point operator on E indeed) and more generally it could
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also be used to prove that equating all terms wich have the same Bohm tree is con-
sistent, but this is more dicult and calls for the approximation technique.
A more natural, and very simple, example is the consistency of the (CR) system
obtained by adding to -calculus the rewriting rules x:
!
 and 
t!
 for any t,
using Example 80.
5.3.3. Proving the head-normalization theorem via Engeler’s model
Theorem 83. For any t 2 the following are equivalent:
1: t is solvable;
2: E j= t 6= ;;
3: t is head-normalizable.
Proof. The easy (3)) (1) has already been proved in Section 3.6.
(1)) (2). First we note that jI j= f(a; ) j 2 ag 6= ;.
Suppose now that t is a closed solvable term; then t u= I for some tuple u, of closed
terms. Since it is immediate from the denition of the interpretation of application,
that jvj is non-empty as soon as jvwj is we get easily jtj 6= ; in this case. Finally, if
 x1 : : : xn:t is a closure of an open solvable term t, then j x:tj= f(a1; (: : : (an; ) : : :)) j
2 jt[x := a ]jg is non-empty, hence jtj[ x := a ] is non-empty, and E j= t 6= ;.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of (2)) (3). We need the following
denitions and notations:
Denition 84. For any two X; Y , let X !Y ft 2 j 8u2X tu2Yg.
Obviously, X 0X and Y Y 0 imply X !Y X 0!Y 0.
Denition 85. A subset X  is saturated if for all n>0, x; u; t; t1; : : : ; tn 2, u[x := t]
t1 : : : tn 2X implies (x:u)tt1 : : : tn 2X . Note that Y saturated implies X !Y saturated,
for any X .
Denition 86. Nh is the set of head-normalizable terms.
N0h fxt1 : : : tn j n>0; t1; : : : ; tn 2g; thus V N0h Nh:
ShfX 2 jX is saturated and N0h X Nhg;
Lemma 87. (i) Sh is closed under the arrow operator; under all intersections and
unions; and contains Nh.
(ii) Sh is closed under the function H dened by H (X )= (!X ).
Proof. (i) The two last points are obvious. To prove the rst statement it is indeed suf-
cient to check thatN0h Nh!N0h and V !NhNh, and then to use the co=contra-
variance property of the arrow. The rst point follows directly from the denition of
N0h and the second is easy: suppose that tx2Nh; we want to conclude that t 2Nh.
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Suppose that the head-sequence starting from t is innite; then it obviously contains an
abstraction, otherwise tx would not be head-normalizable. If t!h x:u then tx!h u;
since tx is head-normalizable it is also the case for u and x:u, hence for t, which is
a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose X 2 Sh. Then !N0h !X Nh!X by the co=contra-variant
properties of the arrow. Now Nh!X Nh since Sh is closed under the arrow, and
N0h !N0h by the very denition of N0h , hence  7!X 2 Sh.
Proving (2)) (3) amounts to showing that for each 2D we have J ()Nh,
where J () is the set of all terms t 2 such that 9 2 jtj. This is not directly
possible, but we will approximate J by a function Ih :D!P() for which one can
prove 2 jtj) t 2 Ih() and Ih()Nh for all 2D.
Denition 88. Ih :D!P() is dened by induction on the rank of 2D. First one
xes Ih()2 Sh for all atoms 2A (for example Ih()=Nh) and then we let Ih((a; ))
 Ih(a)! Ih(), where, for any dD, Ih(d)
TfIh() j 2dg if d 6= ; and Ih(;).
Lemma 89. Ih()2 Sh for all 2D.
Proof. By induction on the rank of . This is obvious if  is an atom. If  (b; ) there
are two cases to consider: if b 6= ; then Ih()2 Sh follows from the closure property of
Sh w.r.t. the arrow, and if b= ; from its closure w.r.t. H (Lemma 87).
That 2 jtj) t 2 Ih() is proved via a stronger property:
Proposition 90 (Adequacy (of Ih for E)). For all t 2; ; and 2D; for all xFV (t)
and v2l(x): if 2 jtj and 8i6l(x) vi 2 Ih((xi)) then t[x := v ]2 Ih().
Corollary 91. For all t; ; ; we have 2 jtj) t 2 Ih().
Proof. The corollary follows from the proposition just by taking v= x, which is made
possible since V is included in Ih(;) and in all Ih().
The proof of Proposition 90 is by induction on the length of t, and we use of course
the formulas dening the interpretation of application and abstraction, namely (1) and
Remark 11. The case where t is an abstraction is the only non-trivial case and it
motivated both the introduction of saturation and the stronger statement of the lemma.
Case 1. t xi 2 x, then 2 (xi). Also t[x := v ] vi 2 Ih((xi)) Ih().
Case 2. t uw. Since jtj= jujjwj there exists a jwj such that (a; )2 juj. By
induction hypothesis we have u[x := v ]2 Ih(a)! Ih() and w[x := v ]2 Ih(a) (for a= ;
we use also that Ih(;)=). Thus t[x := v ] u[x := v ]w[x := v ]2 Ih().
Case 3. t y:r and we assume y =2 x. If 2 jy:rj, then  (b; ) with 2
jrj[y := b]. Now t[x := v ] y:r[x := v ] and we have to show that, for all u2 Ih(b),
t[x := v ]u2 Ih(). Now, t[x := v ]u (y:r)[x := v ]u (y:r[x := v ])u. Since Ih() is
saturated, it is enough to prove that r[x := v; y := u]2 Ih(), which follows from the
induction hypothesis applied to r and [y := b] (since u2 Ih(b) ).
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Corollary 92. For all t; if E j= t 6= ; then t is head-normalizable.
Proof. By Lemma 89 and Corollary 91.
5.3.4. Proving the left-normalization theorem via Engeler’s model
We now indicate how to modify the preceding proof in order to obtain the left-
normalization theorem.
We consider the subset D− of D which is the smallest set D− such that
D−=A[ ((P<!(D−)− f;g) D−)
and which can be inductively constructed along the same lines than D. The elements
of D− are therefore those elements of D in which ; does not appear.
We call strict the elements of D− and the (possibly empty) subsets of D−; we say
that the environment  :V !E is t-strict, for t a term, if (x) is strict for all x free
in t. Finally we say that E strictly satises t 6= ; (E j=s t 6= ;) if there is a strict  and
a t-strict  such that 2 jtj.
Theorem 93. For any t 2 the following are equivalent:
1: t is normalizable;
2: E j=s t 6= ;;
3: t is left-normalizable.
Proof. (3)) (1) is trivial.
(1)) (2). It is enough to check it for normal terms, since -equivalent terms have
the same interpretation. Then the proof goes by induction on t. For variables it is
immediate; otherwise t= x1 : : : xm:yt1 : : : tn, with all ti’s normal. By the induction hy-
pothesis there are, for each i, a strict i and a ti-strict i such that i 2 jtiji and
by Remark 12 we can assume all i’s nite. Since j:j is monotone in , we can
even assume that i 2 jtij for the same t-strict and nite . Let  be any strict el-
ement, let  (f1g; (: : : ; (fng; ) : : :)), let 0 [y := ((y)[fg)], and nally let
ai 0(xi)[fg (which ensures that the ai’s are strict, non-empty, and that 0[x := a ]>
0). It is easy to check, using the denition of application and abstraction in E, that
(a1; (: : : ; (am; ) : : :))2 jtj0 (since jtj0 = f(a1; (: : : ; (am; ) : : :)) j 9b1 jt1j0[ x := a ] : : :9bn
 jtnj0[ x := a ](b1; (: : : (bn; ) : : :))2 jyj0[ x := a ] ). Note that the proof, as written, works
even if y is one of the xi.
The proof of (2)) (3) is now nearly the same as in the previous section. This time
we set:
 Nl is the set of left-normalizable terms.
 N0l fxt1 : : : tn j n>0; t1; : : : ; tn 2Nlg; thus V N0l Nl.
 SlfX  jX is saturated and N0l X Nlg.
We dene Il like Ih before, except that we require now that I()2 Sl for all atoms .
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The proofs of the results below are exactly the same as before, except for Lemma 95
where it is still simpler since we never meet the case b= ;.
Lemma 94. Sl is closed under the arrow operator; under all intersections and unions;
and contains Nl.
Lemma 95. Il()2 Sl for all strict 2D.
Proposition 96 (Adequacy (of Il for E)). For all t; ; ; for all xFV (t) and v2
l(x): if 2 jtj and 8i6l(x) vi 2 Il((xi)); then t[x := v ]2 Il().
Corollary 97. For all t; for all strict ; and all t-strict ; we have 2 jtj) t 2 Il().
Corollary 98. For all t; E j=s t 6= ; implies t left-normalizable.
5.4. Methods for constructing and studying webbed models
In practice, there are only two methods for building webbed models. The rst one
is general and amounts to applying a canonical completion process to a \partial web"
satisfying some constraints. The second one, called forcing, can also be seen as another
kind of completion process, but certainly anti-canonical and interactive, so to say.
There are also two main tools for studying the equational theories of webbed models,
which are clearly not sucient. The rst one is the reducibility technique, and the
second one is the approximation method. The approximation method can in fact be
understood as a deepening of the reducibility technique. Or, rather, the reducibility
method can be seen as a simplication of the \computability technique" 29 which is
used in most papers to prove approximation theorems (for individual lter models) and
normalization theorems (w.r.t. given strategies).
These four methods apply to all the classes of webbed models that we present in
this paper (and hence work for the continuous, weakly continuous, stable and strongly
stable semantics).
A further interesting tool deserves to be mentioned, namely Plotkin’s method of
logical relations which allows, for example, new refutation arguments. However, it
has to be adapted specically for each particular problem, has been rarely used for
models of (untyped) -calculus yet, and has no special concern with webbed models
(at this state of our knowledge).
In this section we give a direct and algebraic presentation of the completion method
and of the reducibility technique. Furthermore, we make it as uniform as possible,
in order to be able to express and prove some transfer theorems. The approximation
method would clearly deserve a similar treatment, but it could not be treated here, and
will certainly be more delicate. The forcing method is more specic, so we will not
29 Reducibility denes predicates J (), for each 2D, where computability uses predicates Comp(; ),
for each ; , where  is an environment.
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describe it either, even if we will comment on it. We discuss these four methods a
little more deeply now.
Canonical completion (s). This method encompasses the inverse limit construction,
at least if we only consider models built from webs. In fact, it replaces the inverse limit
construction by an elementary set theoretic construction at the level of webs, starting
from a \partial web". This method allows us to build models satisfying prescribed
constraints, in general domain equations or=and inequations, and it allows variants
which give models of specic -calculi (extensional, lazy, call-by-value, I -, aso.) or
of extensions of these calculi (for example with parallel or concurrent features).
Once a semantics has been xed, there is a uniform way to complete any partial
web into a model of -calculus, which works for all webs. The other variations work
for many, but not all, webs. The l-completion will be presented here, in parallel to the
more general method, since it is the key for getting lazy models of -calculus, and we
will also discuss a variant useful for Map Theory (which is lazy, plus something else).
Lazy models, extensional models and models of Map Theory are in particular models
of ordinary -calculus. This is not the case with the models of call-by-value or of I -
calculus, and we will not touch them here, even if similar webbed presentations and
completion processes could be extrapolated from the examples treated in [41, 56], aso..
Forcing. This method allows one to build models satisfying specied term-equations
(for example 
= t, for any t). Introduced for graph models the method works for
other classes and for dierent semantics. However the scope of this method is rather
limited. For more comments see Section 6.8 and the end of Section 5.5.
Reducibility. The method is originally due to Tait and is issued from proof-theoretic
considerations. We use here the simplied version due to Krivine, and moreover apply
it directly in models, in a more traditional algebraic or model-theoretic style, which
allows further simplications.
The method can be applied to all models generated by positive partial webs, in a
sense we make precise in the course of the paper, and then at least proves the sensibility
or the strong laziness of these models and their adequation w.r.t. relevant strategies.
The approximation method. Issued from the pioneering work of Hyland and
Wadsworth. Used in connection with syntactical results (separability theorems) it al-
lows one to study more deeply the equational theories of (some) webbed models, and
in some cases to determine it exactly. This is for example the case for Scott’s D1
[61, 112, 113], P! [61] and E. When these models are presented in an intersection
typing system style, the approximation theorem appears as the semantic version of a
normalization theorem for the proofs (also called cut-elimination) in this typing system
(a view which originates in [31]). There is also a weak form which allows a (very)
partial study of the equational theory of non-semi-sensible models [59].
5.5. Graph models
The class of models we present now belongs to the continuous semantics and is the
simplest generalization of the Engeler{Plotkin construction. Following [102] we call
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these models graph models. The equational study of this class was initiated by Longo
in [86], where these models are called PSE-algebras (for Plotkin, Scott and Engeler);
they were also considered by Plotkin. 30 Historically, the rst graph model was Plotkin
and Scott’s P!, which is also known in the literature as \the graph model". \Graph"
referred then to the fact that the continuous functions were encoded in the model via
(a sucient fragment of) their graph. In fact, this is more generally the case of all the
models presented in Section 5.
Although formally all graph models are close to Engeler’s model, their equational
properties can be very dierent.
The class contains no extensional model. In fact, we will see that graph models
never satisfy jj6jI j though many, like P! but unlike E, can satisfy jI j<jj. Also, all
graph models are complete lattices. So there are many functors F on partially ordered
sets for which the domain equation D’F(D) cannot be solved within this class. 31
The class of graph models is however rich enough to help us to solve various
consistency problems (like the easiness of 
 32 ). As a matter of fact there are 2!
distinct equational theories of graph models [66], which should give us a reasonable
freedom; however the real representativeness of this numerical richness is not well
understood and some irritating natural questions are left open. We do not know, for
example, whether there is a (graph) model whose theory is exactly  (see end of this
section and Section 6.2). Such problems are presented in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.8.
A graph model is dened from a set D endowed with an injection i :P<!(D)D!D
which allows the model to encode the traces of the continuous functions. In the case
of Engeler’s model i was the inclusion.
Denition 99. A graph model is a model generated by a pair (D; i); where D is a
non-empty set and i :P<!(D)D!D is an injection; in the following way:
G (M;A;G) with M  (P(D); )
where application; and hence A; is dened by
dd0f2D j 9a2P<!(D) ad0 i(a; )2dg
and for any continuous h :M!M;
G(h)fi(a; ) j 2 h(a)g:
The pair (D; i) is called, for short, 33 the web of the model and D itself is the web of
the underlying domain.
30 Compare Plotkin [98] which is the recent version of a 20-year old manuscript.
31 Examples are provided in the sequel.
32 Easy terms were dened in Denition 49.
33 The correct denotation would be \a web generating the model (or the domain)", since dierent webs
can generate the same domain (e.g. P! below).
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It is easy to check directly that \application" and G are continuous, that A G= id;
and that the representable functions are exactly the continuous ones.
The interpretation of terms in a graph model is similar to that in E: we just change
(a; ) for i(a; ):
In particular, it is easy to check that always i(i(;; ); i(fg; ))2 jj − jI j, and that
jI j  jj if i is a bijection, as it is the case for P! below.
Example 100 (Plotkin and Scott’s P! (historical denition)). We let D be N; the set
of integers, and i(a; )he(a); i; where h; i and e are the usual bijective encodings
of pairs and nite subsets in N ; namely: hm; ni (m + n)(m + n + 1)=2 + n and
e(a) Pk2a 2k if a 6= ; and e(;) 0:
This presentation of P! is issued from recursion-theoretic motivations [106].
Less known is that there is a much simpler presentation of P! due to Longo [86].
This second presentation is particularly convenient for proving that P! is sensible,
along the same lines as we did for E (see Lemma 102 below). More generally, this
second view is much more practical for dealing with the equational theory of P!.
Actually, this model is one of the few whose equational theory is completely known
and Th(P!)=Th(E)=BT [86, 61] (as mentioned in Section 3.11) but proving this
would need further work, the approximation method and separability theorems.
Example 101 (Longo’s denition of P!; and the models P). D is dened inductively
from a set A (not containing pairs), as the smallest set D such that
D=A[ [(P<!(D)D)− (f;gA) ]
and the injection i is dened by
i(a; ) (a; ) if a 6= ; or  =2A;
i(;; )  if 2A ():
The model P! corresponds to the case where A is a singleton, say fpg:
The proofs that both presentations of P! are equivalent is easy but outside the scope
of the present paper (see [86], or [68, 69] for a more general setting). The idea is that
there is a correspondence between the webs, which induces an isomorphism of the
models (in a sense to be dened).
Lemma 102. P! is sensible.
Proof. The proof goes exactly along the same lines as for E (Section 5.3.3) ex-
cept that, to take () into account, we have to choose I , at rank zero, such that
I(;)! I(p)= I(p); in other words I(p) has to be a xed point of H in Sh (re-
call H was dened by H (X )!X ). There are such xed points since (Sh;  ) is
closed under intersections and under H; and since H is monotone and commutes with
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intersections: as a matter of fact
TfHn(Nh) j n2! g works; one could alternatively
use the fact that H is monotone and Sh is a complete lattice (Lemma 76).
The completion method for building graph models from partial pairs. This method
generalizes the construction of E and the second construction of P!. It was initiated by
Longo in [86] and recently developed and used on a wide scale by Kerth in [68, 69].
Denition 103. A partial pair is a pair (A; j) where A is a set, and j :A<!A!A
is a partial injective map. A total pair is a partial pair such that j is total, i.e. (A; j)
is the web of a graph model. In the sequel, (D; i) will always denote a total pair.
Denition 104 (Completion of partial pairs). From any partial pair one can induc-
tively dene a total pair, called its completion.
First the set D is dened inductively as the smallest solution of the set-theoretic
equation D=A[ ((P<!(D)D) − dom(j)). The completion is then taken as (D; i),
where i(a; ) j(a; ) if (a; )2dom(j) and i(a; )= (a; ) otherwise (but see the next
remark).
A notion of rank can then be naturally dened, in such a way that the elements of
A are the elements of rank 0.
Remark 13. *The above denition works in fact only if range(j)\ [(P<!(D)D)−
dom(j)]= ;, since otherwise i would not be injective. In the general case one should
replace the denition of D above by a less canonical one. We will not bother about
this since the condition is obviously satised if A is a set not containing pairs, which
will be the case for all our examples. The condition is also trivially satised if (A; j)
is total; in this case (D; i)= (A; j):
The reducibility method. We now extract the core of the reducibility method, in
order to see that it works for all completions of \positive partial pairs", as dened
below. 34
Denition 105. An interpretation of (A; j) is a function I : A!P() such that
1. I() is saturated for all 2A 35 and 2. I(j(a; ))= I(a)! I(); where I(a)T f I() j2 ag if a non-empty, and I(;):
For S P() the interpretation I is an S-interpretation if I()2 S for all : A pair
(A; j) is S-interpretable if there exists an S-interpretation of (A; j):
Proposition 106. If I is an interpretation of (D; i); then I is adequate for the graph
model generated by (D; i) (in the sense of Proposition 90).
34 A very recent syntactical result of R. David has the consequence that there exist a lot of sensible models
which are built from \non-positive" partial pairs (see Section 6.3). Such models are not accessible to the
reducibility technique.
35 Saturated sets were dened in Denition 85.
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Proof. Same as for E, except that i(a; ) replaces (a; ) everywhere.
Proposition 107. Any interpretation J of (A; j) admits a unique extension to an in-
terpretation I of the completion (D; i) of (A; j):
Proof. I is dened inductively on D (induction on the rank) as the unique function
which extends J and is such that I((a; )) I(a)! I(). I is an interpretation since
the set of saturated sets is closed under intersection, !, and X 7! (!X ):
Denition 108. The operator H generated by a partial pair (A; j) on P()A is dened
as follows. Let X; 2A, denote the th component of ~X 2P()A. Then ~Y H (~X ) if
(i) YX for all 2A-range(j);
(ii) Y (
T fX j 2 bg)!X) if = j(b; ) and b 6= ;,
(iii) Y (!X) if = j(;; ).
Denition 109. The partial pair (A; j) is positive if there is some BA such that H
is monotone over P() ordered by the B-inclusion order. This order is dened by:
~X B~Y if XY for all 2B; and YX otherwise.
In all practical cases it is clear from the denition of a partial pair whether it
is positive or not (using the co-contra-variance properties of !) as will show the
examples below. A formal characterization speaking of the occurrences of the X in
the system ~X =H (~X ) could also be made explicit.
Denition 110. S P() is closed if S consists only of saturated sets, is closed under
\ , ! ; and is chain-complete for inclusion. It is strongly closed if it is furthermore
closed under X 7! (!X ).
Example 111. Sl is closed and Sh is strongly closed (Lemmas 87 and 94).
Proposition 112. Let (D; i) be the completion of the positive web (A; j).
(i) If S is closed and SA is closed under H; then there is an interpretation I of
(D; i) such that I()2 S for all 2A:
(ii) If S is strongly closed (D; i) is S-interpretable.
(iii) In both cases these interpretations are adequate for the model of web (D; i):
Proof. (i) Owing to Proposition 107, it is enough to prove that there is an
S-interpretation J of (A; j). Since S is chain complete for inclusion and closed un-
der all intersections, SA is chain complete for all B-inclusion orders. Hence H has a
xed point ~J in S; and J can be dened by J () J:
(ii) follows from (i) once remarked that, if S is strongly closed, then SA is invariant
under H and I()2 S for all 2D:
(iii) Follows from Proposition 106.
Corollary 113. If G is the completion of a positive pair; then G is sensible and
moreover G j= t 6= ; i t is solvable.
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Proof. Since Sh is strongly closed it follows from the proposition above that G is
adequate for some Sh-interpretation of its web. Then the proof ends as for Engeler’s
model.
Example 114 (Examples of positive pairs).
1. E is the completion of (A; ;) and generates H (~X ) ~X .
2. P! corresponds to Afpg; j(;; p)p; H (X )!X:
3. Afp; qg and j(fpg; q) q; with H (X; Y )fX; X !Yg:
4. Another example will be given in Example 140 below.
Example 115 (Example of a non-positive pair). A typical example is Afg and j
dened by j(fg; ) ; since the function H (X )X !X is not monotone, neither
w.r.t. inclusion or reverse inclusion. This is the case of Park’s model in Example 133.
Remark 14. It is rather easy to build 2! non-equationally equivalent graph models and
Corollary 113 can be used to build 2! non-isomorphic sensible graph models [66, 69].
Whether one can build 2! sensible graph models with dierent equational theories is
a more dicult question which is discussed in Section 6.3.
*Forcing. For proving the easiness of 
 (Proposition 50), Baeten and Boerbom
[6] constructed for any t a graph model satisfying 
= t, by building step by step
an injection i (over a given countable set D); forcing at each step the \unavoidable"
elements of jtj to be in j
j. The core of the method was extracted in [115], where the
easiness of other unsolvable terms is proved, and was then used by several authors to
prove consistency and incompleteness results (see Sections 6.1, 6.3, 6.8). Thus forcing
amounts to completing a pair (D; ;) into a pair (D; i); in an interactive way.
*The l-variation of graph models. When i is not onto we can vary the denition of
G in order to obtain other models of -calculus, which will happen to be strongly lazy
if we start from a positive pair. We keep the same domain and the same application
A; but replace G by G0 dened by
G0(h)G(h)[B;
where B is any given subset of D − range(i):
*Reducibility for l-graph models. For dealing with the l-variation we need to work
with l-interpretations, which are usual interpretations I satisfying furthermore
fx:u j u2g I(f); for all f2B: Then a straightforward variation of the proofs given
for ordinary graph models gives that:
1. Any l-interpretations of an l-model is adequate for this model.
2. If (D; i) is the completion of a positive pair, then the l-graph model over (D; i) is
Slh-interpretable, where S
l
h is dened similarly as Sh but starting from N
l
h ft 2
j 9x 9u t!h x:u or 9x2V9 u2<! t!h x ug:
(note that Slh is strongly closed).
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3. If an l-graph model is Slh-interpretable, then it is strongly lazy. Furthermore,
(a) jtj= ; i t is unsolvable of (functionality) order 0.
(b) t has functionality order >n i an(f)2 jtj for some (all) f2B; where
a0(f)f and an+1(f) i(;; an(f)):
Example 116 (*Longo’s lazy variant L of Engeler’s model [86]). L is the simplest
model(s) of this kind, being generated by the positive pair (A; ;); A 6= ;; and an arbitrary
choice of B: L is strongly lazy and satises (a) and (b) above. In this case it is even
easy to compute the exact value of all unsolvables.
5.6. Other models built from webs
5.6.1. Common features
We will continue our bottom-up approach in the next subsection. Here we present the
general common features of the classes, in order to decrease the possible impression
that we are doing zoology. Graph models correspond to the case were the binary
relations introduced below are trivial.
Terminology
Denition 117. A preorder 6 on D is a reexive and transitive binary relation on D.
We denote by # e the initial segment generated by eD; namely
# ef2D j 92 e 6g:
Note that the reexive closure r of a transitive relation is a preorder.
Denition 118. A coherence relation m on D is a reexive and symmetric binary
relation on D. A subset d of D is \coherent" if xmy for all x; y2d: Finally, d and
d0 are compatible or coherent if d[d0 is coherent.
Pcoh(D) and P<!coh (D) denote the set of coherent (resp. nite and coherent) subsets
of D.
Denition 119. We say that 6 and m are compatible if m ; 06 ; and 06
imply 0m 0: An equivalent formulation is: the relations are compatible if the initial
segment generated by a coherent subset of D is coherent.
Scoh(D;6;m) denotes the set of coherent initial segments of D:
Preordered coherent spaces. The domains underlying all the models we are interested
in are all 36 built from the following triples (D;6;m):
Denition 120. A preordered set with coherence (pcs for short) is a triple (D;6;m);
where D a non-empty set, 6 is a preorder on D and m is a coherence relation on
36 Except for H -models.
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D; both being compatible. This pcs will be viewed as the web generating the domain
Scoh(D;6;m), or simply the web of this domain.
One or both of these relations can be trivial. This means here that 6 is equality
or=and that m is DD: Then they will be omitted. We are not interested in the
other cases of triviality, since they would lead to trivial models (singletons). When the
preorder is trivial then the pcs is simply called a coherence space.
A pcs generates a domain of the form.
(M;v) (Q(D); ) with Q(D) Scoh(D;6;m)
Some closure and non-closure properties of pcs. Whatever the semantics we are
working with, adding a preorder or a coherence relation, and both if necessary, gives
more power to express and solve domain equations. For example, the class of domains
generated by pcs is closed under direct (or coalesced) sum , under lifting, and under
lifted (or separated) sum, while it is not necessarily the case with subclasses. Let ]
denote disjoint union of sets.
Denition 121. The coalesced sum M N of two domains consists in taking the dis-
joint union of the domains, except for the bottom elements, which are identied. Then
dvd0 i d; d0 are in the same component and dvd0 in this component.
Lifting M 7!M? is the operation which consists in adding a new bottom element
below M:
The separated sum M ?N takes the disjoint union of the domains and adds a new
bottom element below (and dvd0 i d=? or same as for ).
Now, the domains associated to pcs with trivial coherences are complete lattices,
and hence are not closed under  and ?: Similarly, restricting to pcs with trivial
preorders forbids lifting (and ?): This is clear from the fact that, at the level of
webs, things work as follows:
Assume (D;6;m) and (D0;60; m0) are the webs of M and M 0. Then
 the web of M? is: [D]ffg; (6
S f(f; ) j 2Dgr); (mcoh S f(f; ) = 2Dgr)]
 the web of M N is [D]D0; (6]60)r ;m ] m0], and m ]m0 is never trivial.
 the web of M ?N is [D]D0 ]ffg; (6]60
S f(f; ) = 2D]D0gr); (m ] m0S f (f; ) j 2Dg)r ]:
Models. The models we are interested in will all have a web of the form (D;6;m; i),
where i : (P<!coh (D)D)!D is an injection, which will allow us to encode the repre-
sentable functions via their traces. More precisely, the main models will be of the
form (M;A;G) with M the domain of web (D;6;m) and ATr−1  #  i− and
G# i+  Tr. 37 Here i+(u)f i(x) = x2 u g and i−(u)f x = i(x)2 u g and Tr is a
notion of trace which depends on the semantics. Slight variations of A and G will
37 The \#" in the denition of A corresponds to the following poreorder on P<!coh (D)D: (a; )6(b; ) i
# b# a and 6:
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however sometimes be possible and will give further models; in this case the same
web can give rise to several models. In fact, compatibility conditions on i w.r.t. 6
and m will be stated in order to ensure that G; A are well dened and suitable. These
compatibility conditions will hence depend on the semantics we are working in. For
the continuous semantics they will be given in full generality in Section 5.6.4; we do
not state them now, since we prefer that the reader meets before the simpler versions
which occur when one relation is trivial.
Denition 122 (Informal). A tuple (D;6;m; i); where (D;6;m) is a pcs and i a
compatible injection, will be considered as the web of the model(s) it generates.
*Logical reading of (some of) the webs. There is a logical interpretation of each
web (D;6;m; i) as an \intersection type system", which makes sense when this web
is the completion of a recursive partial web (A;;mA; j):
The elements of A are then viewed as propositional variables and ; is understood
as a propositional constant.
The elements of D are viewed as propositional formulas built from propositional
variables, using implication and a kind of conjunction. More precisely, a; if non-empty,
is understood as the conjunction of its elements, and i(a; ) is written a! ; and
understood as an implication. Thus, conjunction is set-theoretic like, and furthermore it
is allowed only on coherent sets of formulas. In this setting 6 has to be understood
as \ is less informative than ".
As soon as dom(j) is non-empty, the elements of A are supposed to satisfy a
system of recursive equations, which is the logical translation of the system ~X =H (~X )
associated to (A; j).
Then a system of logical rules is established for deriving expressions (\sequents") of
the form   ‘ x : , to be read \t is of type  in the context  ", where   x1 : a1; : : : ; xn :
an; in such a way that one can derive the sequent x1 : a1; : : : ; xn : an ‘ t :  exactly in case
2 jtj[x1:=a1 ;:::; xn : an]. As usual the xi’s are supposed to be distinct.
This view is similar to the one introduced Dezani et al. [32] and later on systematized
in [32], but it is technically more simple since we work with strict intersection type
systems, that is: no conjunction, even empty, is allowed on the right-hand side of the
implication.
The simplest of all is System E below, 38 which corresponds to Engeler’s model. It
is the essence of all other systems.
Example 123 (* System E). A context   x1 : a1; : : : ; xn : an is viewed as a partial
function: V !P<!(D): The following is understood to hold for all  ; t; u; v; a; ; :
(1) (axiome=variable) 2 (x)=)  ‘ x : 
38 System E coincides with the restriction of Dezani’s intersection type system which is presented in [7]
as \the strict intersection type system".
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(2) (!-intro=abstraction)  ; x : a‘ t : =)  ‘ x:t : a! 
(3) (!-elim=application)   ‘ u : a! 
  ‘ v : a

=)  ‘ (u)v : 
where   ‘ v : a is an abbreviation for   ‘ v :  for all 2 a, and is hence the empty
condition if a= ;:
Example 124 (*The system corresponding to Longo’s denition of P!). Just add, for
the atom p and for all  ; t; the two rules (summarized in one):
(4) and (5)   ‘ t :p()  ‘ t : ;!p
corresponding to the equation p= ;!p:
*The systems axiomatizing graph models can easily be interpolated from the above
one. In the case where (6;m) is non-trivial things are a little more delicate since one
must also give rules which axiomatize these relations (and since we have to restrict to
coherent subsets a). Finally if one leaves the continuous semantics, then rules (1) and
(3) have to be modied.
The correspondence between the logical and the algebraic views of the models is a
Stone-like duality [1].
*Algebraic reading of (all) the webs. The domains which can be described by pcs
webs are the \binary prime algebraic domains", as dened in Section 5.6.7 later on.
Given such a domain D; there is a natural underlying pcs, namely (Dp;6p;mp) where
Dp is the set of prime elements of D (cf. Section 5.6.7), 6p is the restriction of the
order of D to Dp; and x mp y if x; y are upper-bounded in D: If D Scoh(D;6;m);
then  7! # fg is an isomorphism between (D;6 = ;m = ) and (Dp;6p;mp); where
 is the equivalence relation associated to the preorder 6:
The compatibility conditions between i; the coherence and the preorder relations
reect in fact the relations between the structured set of the prime elements of the
model and that of its space of representable functions. 39
Plan of the rest of the section. We return now to specic classes of models. We
begin with the two ones which have a trivial relation: K-models for the continuous
semantics (trivial coherence) and G-models for the stable semantics (trivial preorders).
Then we present the pcs-models of the continuous semantics (pcs-models of the stable
semantics exist, but we will only describe them in two lines, since we will not use
them here). We then briey describe the -pcs models, which we need for modelling
Map Theory, and the H -models, which belong to the strongly stable semantics. And
nally, for the continuous semantics, we make comparison with more traditional and
more permissive classes of models.
5.6.2. K-models
This class of models, which contains all graph models, was isolated by Krivine [76]
within the continuous semantics. The class contains many extensional models;
39 This correspondence is fully developed in the preliminaries of [18].
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in particular it contains Scott’s D1: The domains underlying K-models are complete
lattices, and even prime algebraic complete lattices (as dened in Section 5.6.7).
Denition of a K-model. We work here with preordered sets (D;6). The underlying
domains will be the power sets S(D) consisting of all initial segments of (D;6); and
hence will be complete lattices.
Denition 125. A K-web is a triple (D;6; i), where (D;6) is a preorder and
i :P<!(D)D!D is an injection which are subject to the compatibility property
8a; b; ;  i(a; )6i(b; )=) (#b#a and 6): (C)
Denition 126. A K-model is a model generated by a K-web (D;6; i) as follows:
K (M;A;G) with M  (S(D););
where application, and hence A; is dened by
dd0#f2D j 9a2P<!(D) ad0 i(a; )2dg
and for any continuous h :M!M;
G(h)#fi(a; ) j 2 h(# a)g
It is easy to check that \application" is continuous, and that the representable func-
tions are exactly the continuous ones. 40
Extensional K-models and K-webs. A necessary and sucient condition to get G 
A= id and hence an extensional model is that:
(1) the implication in (C) is an equivalence, and
(2) every 2D is equivalent to an element in the range of i (for the equivalence
relation induced on D by the preorder). 41
In this case we will also speak of extensional K-webs.
Then the denitions of dd0 and G(f) can be simplied: in both cases the external
# is redundant and thus can be removed.
The conditions for ensuring extensionality are rather easy to fulll, as the next
proposition shows.
Notations. For R a preorder on D we dene R on D<! by aRb i 82 a 92 b
such that R; and we dene L(R) on D by  L(R)  i = i(a0; 0) and = i(b0; 0)
and a0Rb0 and 0R0:
R is a preorder and L(R) is transitive; if i is bijective then L(R) is a preorder.
Proposition 127 (Krivine [77]; Extensional completion of a graph model). Any graph
model (D; i) such that i is bijective can be canonically endowed into an ex-
tensional K-web (D; i;6). Moreover; we can even require that 6 contains any given
40 All this can easily be directly checked, or viewed as a consequence of the fact that complete lattices
and continuous maps form a c.c.c.
41 This is left as an exercise, and is worked out in [76] or [77].
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transitive relation  on D which is such that  L(r) and i(;; )  i(fg; ) for
some 2D:
Proof. Since i is bijective L(R) is a preorder. The set of preorders on D is a cpo
and L is continuous on it, so L has a least xed point on it, namely \6"S fLn
(r) j n2Ng. Since 6 is a xed point of L and i is bijective we get an extensional
model. This model is non-trivial since i(fg; i(;; )) and i(;; i(fg; )) are incompa-
rable (this is trivial for all  if  ;; and follows from the restriction on  in the
general case).
The reducibility method for K-models
Denition 128. An interpretation of (D; i;); for a transitive relation  on D; is an
interpretation I of (D; i) 42 such that    implies I() I(), for all ; 2D.
The need for such a reverse inclusion property comes naturally from the extension
of the proof of the adequacy lemma to the preordered case. Furthermore, it is natural
if one thinks of \" as a property about terms, of \  " as \ is more informative,
or stronger, than " and of \I()" as the set of terms which have property .
The proof of the following proposition is a straightforward variation of that of Propo-
sition 90, and it is left to the reader.
Proposition 129 (Semantic adequacy). Let I be an interpretation of the K-web
(D; i;6); then I is adequate for the corresponding K-model; in the sense of Proposi-
tion 90.
Proposition 130 (Reducibility transfer). Let I be an interpretation of (D; i;). Sup-
pose that i is bijective. Then I is also an interpretation of the extensional model
M (D; i;6) associated to (D; i;) by Proposition 127.
Proof. It is easy to show, by induction on the smallest n such that (; )2Ln(r);
that 6 implies I() I():
Corollary 131 (Sensibility transfer). If (D; i;) is Sh-interpretable and i is bijective;
then its extensional completion is also Sh-interpretable and hence generates a sensible
model.
Example 132 (Scott’s D1). Scott’s D1-family covers all the extensional models
canonically associated to the graph models P of Example 101, using Proposition
127. The simplest one is the one associated to P!. These models are sensible (by
Corollary 131), and we can even start from a preordered set A of atoms, because of
Proposition 127.
42 Compare Denition 105.
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Example 133 (Park’s P1). Park’s P1 is built in the same way as D1 except that
we start from i(fg; )=  for all 2A instead of i(;; )= . We already noticed that
the reducibility argument did not apply in this case, and in fact the model is not even
semi-sensible.
Partial K-webs
Denition 134. A partial K-web is a triple (A; j;) where (A; j) is a partial pair and
 is a transitive relation on A. The interpretation of a partial K-web is dened as for
K-webs (Denition 128).
To a partial K-web is canonically associated a pair (H; E) where H is the operator
associated to (A; j) in Denition 108 and
EfX 2P()A jXX for all ; 2A s:t:   g:
It is easy to check that E is chain complete for all B-inclusion orders. 43
Denition 135. 44 A partial K-web (A; j;) is positive if (A; j) is positive and H acts
on E:
Proposition 136. Suppose (A; j;) is positive and S P(). If S is closed and SA is
invariant under H; then (A; j;) is S-interpretable.
Proof. E0E \ SA is chain complete for all B-inclusion orders, since both E and SA
are. Owing to the positivity hypothesis H acts on SA and E; hence on E0; and H is
monotone for some B-inclusion order. Hence H has a xed point ~J in E0; and J can
be dened by J () J.
Extensional completion of partial K-webs
Denition 137. The partial K-web (A; j;) is extensionalizable if
1. A= range(j):
2. For some 2A; (;; ) or (fg; ) are not in dom(j), or j(;; ) j(fg; ).
3.  L( [=A), where L is dened as in the proof of Proposition 127.
Proposition 138 (Extensional completion of a partial web). Suppose (A; j;) is
extensionalizable; then there is a canonical way to extend it to an extensional K-
web (D; i;6). This K-web (and the K-model it generates) is called the extensional
completion of (A; j;); and it is also the extensional completion of (D; i;).
43 Hint: For each pair    there are four cases to consider, according that  and  are in B or not. Only
the cases 2B and  =2 B use that we are working with a chain of E.
44 This presentation generalizes the reducibility argument given for a specic webbed model by Honsell
and Lenisa [57].
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Proof. Let (D; i) be the completion of (A; j) (Denition 104). The rst condition forces
D= range(i). Then it suces to apply Proposition 127. Condition 2. forces 6 not to
be D  D.
Proposition 139. Suppose (A; j;) is extensionalisable. Then any interpretation J of
(A; j;) extends uniquely to an interpretation of its extensional completion.
Proof. By Proposition 107, J extends to an interpretation I of (D; i); which is obviously
an interpretation of (D; i;): By Proposition 130, I is an interpretation of (D; i;6).
Example 140 (Coppo; Dezani and Zachi’s model Norm [33]). Norm is by denition
the extensional completion of (A; j;); where: A= fp; qg, p q, and j is dened by
j(fpg; q) q, j(fqg; p)p.
It is indeed easy to check that this partial web is extensionalizable.
Normalization revisited. The model Norm is sensible and allows to prove diverse
normalization theorems. A gain is that we do not have to bother about strict formulas.
The cost is that we work with a non-trivial preorder here, but a second gain is that,
working with an extensional model, we get for free the -normalization theorem
(which states that any (-)normalizable term is -normalizable).
Notation. jtjq denotes the interpretation of t in the environment which gives the
value # fqg to all variables.
Lemma 141. The web generating Norm is positive.
Proof. The pair (H; E) is dened by H (X; Y ) (Y !X; X !Y ) and Ef (X; Y ) jY
X g. It is then easy to check that H acts on E and is monotone for the fqg-inclusion
order, whose explicit denition is
(X; Y )v (X 0; Y 0) i X 0X and Y Y 0:
Corollary 142. (i) Norm is Sh-interpretable
(ii) There is an interpretation of Norm such that I(p) and I(q) are in Sl.
Proof. Recall that Sl is closed and Sh is strongly closed. By Proposition 136 (fp; qg; j;
) is Sh- and Sl-interpretable. By Proposition 139 these interpretations extend to in-
terpretations of the total web of Norm. Furthermore in the h-case the interpretation is
an Sh-interpretation, since Sh is strongly closed.
Proposition 143. The following are true for Norm:
(a) t is head-normalizable i Norm j= t 6= ; i t is solvable.
(b) t is left-normalizable i p2 jtjq i t is -normalizable i t is -normalizable.
Proof. (a) The proof is the same as for Engeler’s model, starting from (i) of the
Corollary 142. Alternatively, one could use Corollaries 113 and 131.
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(b) Suppose p2 jtjq; then p2 jt[ x := # fqg]j. Now 8i6l( x) xi 2N 0l  Il(q); hence
(semantic adequacy) t= t[ x := x]2 Il(p)Nl and t is left-normalizable.
We show now that normalizable and -normalizable terms are such that p2 jtjq.
As a matter of fact, since the model is extensional, the interpretation of a term does
not depend on its -equivalence class, so it is sucient to prove it for (-)normal
terms. This follows from an easy induction on the structure of the term, and is the
only point where one uses the specic denition of the web.
Remark 15. The theory of Norm is in fact completely known and Norm is fully ab-
stract w.r.t. the strategy Sn. Once more this is proved using an approximation theorem.
*l-variations of K-models. They can be dened as for graph models, replacing G
by G0; where G0(h)G(h) [ #B for any xed B such that # BD − range(i). If
D − range(i) contains a minimal element f, then one can take Bffg. It is easy to
check that in this case G0(h)=G(h) if h 6=d 7! ; and G0(d 7! ;)= ffg.
We then have a notion of l-interpretation of a K-web, similar to the l-interpretations
dened at the end of Section 5.5, except that we take the preorder into account. Sim-
ilar results as the ones stated there are then valid. In particular positive partial webs
generate strongly lazy models.
*Quasi-extensional models and laziness
Denition 144. A quasi-extensional model is a model whose underlying domain
satises M ’R(M)?.
Extensional models, i.e. models whose underlying domain satises M ’R(M); can
be viewed canonically as a model of -calculus, and there is only one way to do
it. 45 Moreover, the resulting model is not lazy. 46 By contrast, the domains which
are solutions of M ’R(M)? give rise canonically to two models of -calculus. 47 In
the K-framework, quasi-extensional models correspond to K-webs (D; i;6) such that
D= ffg[ range(i), for f a minimum element of (D;6). Such a web will also be
called quasi-extensional.
Proposition 145 (*Quasi-extensional completions of a graph model). Any graph
model (D; i) such that card(D − range(i))= 1 can be canonically endowed into a
quasi-extensional K-web.
45 More accurately, each pair of inverse isomorphisms between M and R(M) gives rise to one model of
-calculus.
46 If t has order 0 (e.g. t
); then x:tx has order 1. Both are however equated in all extensional models.
47 Such quasi-extensional M obviously have a minimum element d0 above ?, and we have the freedom of
taking G(x 7!?)? or d0. Also one should dene A(?)=?. But for these two cases, (A; G) coincides
with the isomorphism pair of the domain equation.
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Proof. Dene L0 on preorders on D by L0(R)L(R)[f (f; ) j 2D g; where f is the
element not in range(i), and take 6 as the smallest xed point of L0. Obviously f is
the smallest element of D for 6. Finally, it is easy to check that the domain generated
by (D; i;6) satises M ’R(M)?.
*Quasi-extensional completion of a partial web. Proposition 137 can be slightly
modied for giving the possibility of getting quasi-extensional models from \quasi-
extensionalizable" partial webs. It is indeed easy to check that it is enough to start
from a partial web (A; j;) such that 1q. A= range(j)[ffg, 2. unchanged, and 3q.
 L0(r), L0 as above. Then the quasi-extensional completion is dened as the
K-web (D; i;6) where (D; i) is the graph completion of (A; j) and 6 S L0n(): If
the partial web is positive then the corresponding models are respectively sensible and
strongly lazy.
Example 146. The Abramsky-Ong’s model for lazy -calculus and its parallel K-
model (AO and K) are dened as the quasi-extensional models arising from the
simplest possible partial K-web, namely (ffg; ;; ;), which is obviously positive.
Example 147 (Explicit description of AO and K).
1. Common features. D is the smallest xed point of the set-theoretic equation
D=(P<!(D) D)[ffg;
i is the inclusion map.
The preorder on D is dened inductively by
f6 for all 
(a; )6(b; ) i (b>a and 6):
The domain, D S(D;6); is the simplest solution of the domain equation M ’R(M)?
in the category of cpo’s and continuous functions.
The \application" A, is dened by
dd0f j 9ad0 (a; )2dg
2. Dierences. For AO the continuous functions are encoded by the lazy version G0,
which simplies here into
G0(h)f(a; ) j 2 h( # a)g[ ffg=Tr(h)[ffg
The reducibility method applies in both cases and proves respectively that K is
sensible and AO is strongly lazy. Moreover, the exact value of unsolvables can be
easily computed (and all unsolvable of order 0 are equated to ;).
Remark 16. (1) K is in fact the simplest K-model which is not a graph model, and
similarly AO is the simplest l-K-model which is not an l-graph model.
(2) AO andK are also the quasi-extensional completions of L and E, respectively.
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5.6.3. G-models
This class belongs to the stable semantics, and hence allows further refutation argu-
ments. It was isolated by Girard [49].
Compared to the models studied so far, G-models are as simple to manipulate as
graph models, and the interpretation of terms is more economical, because the encoding
of stable functions is done via a more economical notion of trace. Another advantage
of the class is that we have extensional models without having to introduce a preorder.
On the other hand, the completion process is slightly more delicate with G-models,
because of the presence of the coherence relation.
The domains we are interested in are those generated by coherent spaces (D;m);
and are hence of the form Pcoh(D): In this setting:
Denition 148. A stable function on Pcoh(D) is a continuous function such that f(d\
d0)=f(d)\f(d0) whenever d and d0 are coherent.
It is easy to see that if f stable and 2f(d), then there is a unique nite and
minimal bd such that 2f(b) . In particular, a stable function can be recovered
from the following subset of its continuous trace:
Trs(f)f(a; ) j 2f(a) and a is minimal such that 2f(a)g
(here of course the metavariables a; b range over P<!coh (D) ).
This motivates the denition of G(f) below. Stable traces of stable functions are
less redundant than the usual ones: for example Trs(id)f(fg; ) j 2Dg. One can
note that the p.o. set of stable traces ordered by inclusion is isomorphic to the p.o. set
of stable functions ordered by the stable order mentioned in Section 4.5 [49, 77].
Denition 149. A G-web is a triple (D;m; i) where (D;m) is a coherent space, i :P<!coh
(D)D!D is an injection and i and m satisfy the following compatibility condition,
which will allow to embed in Pcoh(D) its p.o. set of stable functions
i(a; )m i(b; ) i

a; b coherent) m 
a; b coherent and a 6= b)  6=  (C)
Denition 150. A G-model is a model generated by a G-web (D;m; i) as follows:
M=(M;A;G) with M  (Pcoh(D);  )
where G i+  Trs, and application is dened by
dd0f2D j 9a2P<!coh (D) ad0 i(a; )2dg
Thus, for any stable h : M!M ,
G(f)fi(a; ) j 2 h(a) and a is minimal such that 2 h(a)g:
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It is easy to check directly that \application" is stable, that A G= id, and that the
representable functions are exactly the stable ones; this extends to n-ary functions like
x; y 7!mxy .
It is also easy to check that in any G-model jK j= jT j= fi(fg; i(;; )) j 2Dg, while
jF j= fi(;; i(fg; )) j 2Dg. In particular, jT j and jF j are incompatible and a G-model
cannot be a lattice; furthermore jT j \ jF j= ; .
Example 151. Stable versions Es, Ds1 and P
s
1 of E; D1 and P1 can be built along
the same lines as their analogues of the continuous semantics. However, one should note
that for Es and Ds1 one can start from an arbitrary coherence on the set of atoms and
keep this coherence during the completion process, while for Ps1 the completion pro-
cess will make all atoms coherent at the end.48 Thus, there is only one Ps1 (once the
size of the set of atoms has been xed) and innitely many variations of Es and Ds1.
More generally, the completion process can be applied, but one has rst to dene a
notion of completable partial web.49
Once more variations of the reducibility argument apply to this kind of models (cf.
[57]) and we can in particular deduce that Ds1 is sensible and interprets all unsolvable
terms (and only them) by ?= ; . For an alternative proof using \approximation argu-
ments" see [58, 52, 51], and also [58] for another interesting example of stable model.
For treating more general cases one should dene a notion of positive completable
partial web.
The forcing method also applies [68, 71].
The standard example of a refutation argument via the stable semantics is the refu-
tation of the existence of the \parallel or" below (and its variations). Such a \parallel
or" cannot be eliminated using the continuous semantics, since any continuous model
do contain \parallel functions".
A refutation argument via the stable semantics. We claim: there is no closed -term
t such that for all closed r; s2;
trs= T if r= T or s= T
trs= F if r= F and s= F
Proof. As for the example in Section 5.3.2 it is possible to give a direct syntactic proof
but the semantic one is more satisfactory: suppose there is such a t and let us interpret
the equations above in a sensible G-model, like Ds1. Taking for r; s the key terms
T; F; 
, we get by monotonicity jtj;; jtTT j=T and jtj;; jtFF j=F , hence jtj;;= ;.
Thus ;= jtj;;= inf (jtj;jT j; jtj jT j;)= inf (jt
T j; jtT
j)= inf (jT j; jT j)= jT j, which is
a contradiction since T is a normal term and hence cannot be equated to a unsolvable
term in the model. The second equality is justied by the fact that all binary functions
48Because of the denition of a G-web f i(fg; ) j 2Dg is a coherent set. Hence  and  have to be
coherent if = i(fg; ) and = i(fg; ).
49A completable partial web is a triple (A;m; j) such that, for all a; bA; and 2A such that (a; ) and
(b; ) are in dom( j); we cannot have simultaneously ( j(a; )mcoh j(b; ) and am b and a 6= b).
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representable in the models commute with infs and that (;; ;)= inf ((;; jT j); (jT j; ;)),
and the third by j
j= ;.
Remark 17. One should not conclude here that the stable semantics is better than the
continuous one, even for refutation arguments: subtle compensations occur which allow
the continuous semantics to reach refutation arguments that the stable one cannot treat
(cf. [24, 11]).
Finally there are situations which cannot be refuted by any of the continuous or the
stable semantics but can be refuted via the strongly stable semantics (which, in turn is
not a panacea):
Both the continuous and the stable semantics are useless for proving: There is no
closed t such that tFFF = F and for all closed r; s; u2, trsu= T if r=T and s=F;
or s=T and u=F; or u=T and r=F .
5.6.4. pcs-models
The class presented below belongs to the continuous semantics. An analogous class
could be dened for the stable semantics, based on Winskel [114]. 50
The simplest example of a domain equation for which we need a pcs is
M ’R(M)?U (2)
This equation is the starting point for modelling Map Theory (with U fTg).
Denition 152. The web of a (continuous) pcs-model is a tuple (D;6; m ; i), where
6 and m are compatible and i :P<!coh (D)D!D is an injection such that
8a; b; ; 

i(a; )6i(b; )=) (#b#a and 6)
i(a; )m i(b; )() (a; b coherent =) m ) (C)
Denition 153. A (continuous) pcs-model is a model generated by a pcs web, in the
following way:
M=(M;A;G) with M  ((Scoh(D);)
where A and G are dened exactly as in the case of K-models, except that the metavari-
ables a; b range now over P<!coh (D).
Partial pairs would be, in the most general case, of the form (A;; r; j) with j a
partial injection and r any binary relation. Completions and l-completions of partial
webs can be dened, which lead to sensible and strongly lazy models (respectively)
50 In the stable case it is enough to consider partial orders 6 instead of general preorders, but they are
submitted to a further restriction. Also the second line of condition C is modied and looks like that of
G-models.
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when the web is positive. We will only treat two examples and let the reader infer the
general processes from them.
Models of (3) can be dened via a process similar to quasi-extensionalization (l-
case). With two dierences: one cannot separate the construction of D from that of m
(we could still separate 6 but we have no special reasons to do so). Second we not
only have some freedom for the choice of G; but we even have some freedom for the
choice of A; since there is more \room" between R(M) and M: Hence we have new
completion processes:
Example 154 (The simplest lazy solution to M ’R(M)? f>g). It is the l-comple-
tion of the positive pair (ff; tg; ;; ;; ;), and it is a strongly lazy model.
Explicit construction of the model.
1. (D;m;6) is dened as the least xed point of K 51 dened by
K(D;m;6) (D0;m0;60) where D0 (P<!coh (D)D)[ff; tg and
(a; )m0 (b; ) i (am b) m ):
tm0  i = t; and
fm0  i  6= t.
(a; )60(b; ) i (#b#a and 6) (the # is relative to 6)
t60 i = t
f60 i  6= t.
2. i is the inclusion map, A is dened as usual and continuous functions are encoded
via
G0(h)f(a; ) j 2 h(# a)g[ ffg:
Example 155 (A variant useful for Map Theory). For Map Theory we need a lazy
model and furthermore we need that for T ftg we have Td=T for all d. The pre-
ceding model does not work since Td= ;; but it is indeed enough to change the
denition of application on T by taking A(T ) x 7!T .
5.6.5. -pcs
As already mentioned the continuous semantics is not well suited for dealing with
some non-deterministic extensions of -calculus as well as for foundational purposes,
and one is led to work with the weaker following notion of -continuity, for  a
regular cardinal. 52
Denition 156. A function is -continuous if it is monotone and commutes with all
sups of -directed sets, where B is -directed if any subset of B of cardinality less
than  is bounded in B.
51 One can consider that K acts on a set (a cpo) and not a class. It is indeed enough to assume that we
are working within the set of all hereditarily nite sets built on the atoms (or Ur elements) f; t:
52 Recall that  regular means that  is innite and cannot be the sup of fewer than  cardinals smaller
than .
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The -continuous semantics is a straightforward generalization of Scott’s one, which
corresponds to the case !. Working with the -semantics amounts essentially to
replace every occurrence of the word \nite" by \of cardinality less than ".
Within the -semantics the reward of working with webbed models when solving
recursive domain equations is doubled since the inverse limit construction, which never
leads to easy manipulations, would here still be complicated by the fact that there are
limit ordinals below , which introduces further theoretical diculties (cf. [40]).
In particular, -versions of the solutions of (3) given in Examples 154 and 155
can easily be written down (cf. [19, Section 8] for the details of the construction, if
needed). We then get:
Example 157 (A basis for a model of Map Theory). We replace in Example 155 the
completion process of Example 154 by its -version. The only dierence is that
(D;m;6) is now built as the increasing union of the ordinal sequence ((D;
m;6))< with D [ fD j <g if  is a limit ordinal. We thus get a lazy
model of -calculus, which can be enriched (for big enough ) into a model of Map
Theory. This last point will be sketched in Section 5.7.
5.6.6. *H-models
We turn now to the strongly stable semantics of Bucciarelli and Ehrhard. This
semantics gives rise to a class of webbed models of untyped -calculus, which are
built along similar lines as for G-models (cf. [11] or [14]) and that we call H-models
here.
The webs of the domains are here hypercoherences. These were introduced by
Ehrhard [42].
Denition 158. A hypercoherence is a pair (D; ), where  P<!(D) and   contains
all singletons. We then dene Phcoh(D) as the p.o. set of all hereditarily coherent
subsets d of D; i.e. those d such that P<!(d) . The domain generated by the web
is here taken as (Phcoh(D);).
We will not give here the denition of strongly stable functions, which is not im-
mediate. It is indeed enough to know that strongly stable functions are stable and are
encoded via a function Trss which is the same as Trs (dened in section G-models)
except that the metavariable a ranges over P<!hcoh(D).
Denition 159. A H-web is a triple (D; ; i) where i :P<!hcoh(D)D!D satises the
same compatibility conditions than in the stable case.
Denition 160. A H-model is a model of the form
(M;A;G) where M  (Phcoh(D);)
where A and G are dened as in the G-case.
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All the methods mentioned so far for building or studying webbed models generalize
to this setting, but are more delicate to express and prove here. The point is that,
because of the denition of strongly stable functions (that we did not give), we are
not working here with 2-level domains or models (the webs and the domains or models
they generate), but with 3-level objects, since an intermediate level has to be considered
for dening strongly stable functions.
All we need to know for Section 6 below is that there are strongly stable analogues
Dss1 and P
ss
1 of D1 and P1 [11, 13].
5.6.7. *Prime algebraic domains vs. algebraic domains
We present now the material needed to understand the jump between the classes
presented so far and the two below. We also explain why it is preferable to stick to
the former presentation whenever possible.
Denition 161. A ccpo is any cpo D such that every bounded subset A of D also has
a sup. These domains are very close to complete lattices. 53
Denition 162. An element h2D is compact or \nite" (resp. prime) if for all di-
rected AD (resp. all A), h6 sup(A) implies 9d2A h6d: Such an element is prime
if the same is true for all A 6= ;: We let #c d (resp. #p d ) denote the set of compact
elements (resp. of prime elements) below d.
Denition 163. A ccpo D is algebraic if for all d2D the set #c d is directed and
d= sup(#c d); it is prime algebraic if d= sup(#p d) for all d. A Scott domain is an
algebraic ccpo.
For example, the prime elements of (P(D);) are the singletons and the empty set,
and the compact elements are the nite subsets. More generally, the prime elements of
(S(D;6;m);) are the initial segments generated by one or zero element of D; and
its compact elements are those generated by a nite coherent subset of D.
The domains underlying all the webbed models we have considered so far are prime-
algebraic Scott domains, and so are all historical or classical models of -calculus.
Except for the H -case they are even binary, in the sense that a set of prime ele-
ments is upper bounded i its elements are pairwise upperbounded. By contrast the
classes of models which are dened in the next two subsections concern algebraic Scott
domains.
In our webbed description of a prime algebraic domain D S(D;6;m), the web of
a domain was essentially the set Dp of its prime elements and each d2D is viewed as
the coherent initial segment #p d of Dp. In the general algebraic setting the web should
53 (1) Complete lattices are ccpo’s. (2) Adding a top element to a ccpo gives a complete lattice. (3)
Removing the top element of a complete lattice gives a ccpo.
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be chosen as the set Dc of compact elements and d should be viewed as the directed
initial segment #c d of Dc (which is, equivalently, a lter for the reverse order 54 ).
Also, when working with a prime algebraic domain D we can choose to encode con-
tinuous functions as subsets of some K D; where K P<!(D) generates the compact
elements of D, while D generates the prime elements. Indeed f is determined by the
set of pairs (h; p), h compact, p prime, such that p6f(h). If one only knows, or
uses, that D is algebraic, then one has to use traces which are subsets of K K , since
in this case one can only determine f by the pairs (h; k) of compact elements such
that k6f(h).
The conclusion is that when one works within one of the two frames below, one
treats more general models but automatically uses a redundant presentation of all the
prime-algebraic models in it.
5.6.8. *Scott’s information systems (SIS)
Scott’s information systems [109], in the presentation of Larsen and Winskel [84],
are indeed a webbed presentation of all Scott domains, and the models of -calculus
arising from information systems are exactly the reexive Scott’s domains (within the
continuous semantics).
It is easy to see that pcs correspond exactly to binary prime algebraic SIS.
Also, coherent spaces, and even hypercoherences can be viewed as particular cases of
information systems (this remark deals only with webs or domains, not with functions,
traces, or models).
5.6.9. *Filter models
The class of lter models was dened by Coppo et al. [32], but the rst examples
were given in [31, 10]. This class is another frame where solving recursive equations
on domains is replaced by solving more simple set theoretical equations on webs (for
such a denition of D1 see [32]). We are here in the general algebraic view and each
point d of the domain is viewed as the lter #c d (cf. Section 5.6.7).
Not all lter models can be viewed as pcs-models (since there are lter models
which are not prime algebraic), and conversely,
Not all pcs-models can be viewed as lter models, since all lter models of [32]
are semi-extensional, in the sense that they are forced to satisfy the three following
equivalent properties: jx:y:xy j  j x:xj or G A6id or jx:txj jtj for all t; ; and
x not free in t. Semi-extensionality makes easier the proof theoretic study of the models
when viewed as \intersection type assignment systems" [38], but excludes a lot of pcs-
models, to begin with all graph models. Note however that E and P! are considered
as (generalized) lter models in [99].
Finally, all lter models can be viewed as particular case of SIS-models [30]. The
converse is false for the classical denition of lter models; but is true for the extended
denition of lter models given by Alessi in [3].
54 Which is the natural order in the logical viewpoint.
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5.6.10. *Related work
It is worth mentioning that interesting generalizations of the graph models construc-
tion have been considered by Di Gianantonio and Honsell [39] and by Plotkin [98].
The redundancy phenomena of the last two classes in the prime algebraic case was
also explicitly observed by Alessi [4], where it is solved via the class of \Type pre-
orders". Type preorders are equivalent to the K-webs here, and the precise topological
and categorical relations between Type preorders and Intersection type assignment sys-
tems is completely worked out there. That continuous models built as inverse limits
could be viewed as lter models has been worked out also by Alessi in his thesis [3].
Finally, pcs-webs (of domains) are similar to \event structures", at least as dened
in [87]. 55 Event structures are issued from the work of G. Kahn and G. Plotkin on
the sequentiality of -calculus, and are used for modelling processes.
5.7. Webbed models for foundations
We sketch here the proof of the consistency of Map Theory relative to that of
ZFC + SI . Here, as in [82], ZFC includes the Foundation Axiom. Axiom SI asserts
the existence of a \strongly inaccessible" cardinal .
Denition 164. A cardinal  is strongly inaccessible if  regular and if furthermore
< implies 2< for any cardinal .
So, the aim here is to build a model M for Map Theory, within any given model
U of ZFC + SI .
Remark 18 (About the hypothesis SI). To be a regular cardinal is not dicult: any
innite successor cardinal is regular, and this is the case in particular of all the suc-
cessive successors !n of ! (but !! is not regular). By contrast, to be inaccessible is
drastic and SI denitely strengthens ZFC since ZFC + SI implies ZFC + cons(ZFC):
The relative consistency 56 of ZFC + SI is open, however SI is generally considered
as a reasonable axiom. It is nally open, but not unlikely whether the consistency of
Map Theory could be proved relatively to ZFC + cons(ZFC):
To give a avor of the construction of the model we have to go a little more deeply
in the presentation of MT than we did in Section 2.6 and we give below a global and
sketchy presentation of its axioms and rules. Their exact formulation is of no interest
here. 57 Firstly because we will not enter into details, and secondly because the relevant
55 Thanks are due to G. Winskel, for pointing this out.
56 A set of axioms is relatively consistent if its consistency can be proved from that of ZFC:
57 They can be found in [54] or [19, Appendix C].
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axioms should be understood as equational instances of two semantic properties of 
(the SIP and the GCP below).
The set of axioms and inference rules of MT is naturally divided into 4 groups:
(I) The \-calculus axioms" are the usual axioms and rules of -calculus (except
that the metavariables t; u : : : range now over MT -terms) together with 5 very simple
axioms which x the applicative behavior of >;? and if. This group hence appears
as an extension of the axiomatization of -equivalence as given Section 3.7).
(II) The second group consists of one single inference rule, the \Quartum Non
Datur", abbreviated by QND.
Before explaining the QND we notice that a simple consequence of the -calculus
axioms 58 is that for a term t it is equivalent to be (provably equal to) an abstraction, or
to satisfy the equation x= y :xy; or to satisfy x=F 0x; where F 0 is a local denotation
for xy :xy (since  has another meaning in MT ). In MT all abstractions are given
the truth value \false". More generally in MT the terms which are provably equal to
>;?; or abstractions are respectively given the truth value > (true); F  x:> ( false),
and ? (undened); and no other term has a truth value.
Now, the QND rule expresses that only matter (w.r.t. equations) those terms which
have truth values. Indeed, QND states that we are able to derive an equation t= t0 as
soon as we can derive the three following instances: t[x :=>] = t0[x :=>]; t[x :=?] = t0
[x :=?]; and t[x :=F 0x] = t0[x :=F 0x].
(III) Four short \quantier axioms" axiomatize the behavior of the  operator. They
approximate the intuition that  always chooses elements in , that the quantiers
dened from it range over ; and that they have the intended behavior.
(IV) The \set-theoretic axioms" axiomatize ’ and give its full power to MT . They
consist in several axioms plus one inference rule called IND.
IND is an induction principle which expresses intuitively that  is well-founded w.r.t.
the binary relation: x< y i y 6= T and 9z 2x=yz. All the other axioms express
closure properties of , most of them are simple and natural, and all are particular
instances of a single property of  (the GCP below).
It is easy to check that the satisfaction of (I) and (II) is ensured as soon as we have
a model of -calculus which satises the domain equation
M=R(M)? fTg (3)
provided we interpret > by T and ? by ?M, and we force A(T ) x 7!T and A(?M)
 x 7!?M. Such a model was built in Section 5.6.5.
From now on we make no typographical distinction between the constants > and ?
and their interpretations in M:
Eq. (3) is nothing else than (2) except that we write = instead of ’ for simplifying
the exposition below).
58 Even of usual -calculus.
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Note that M satises here a strong form of the QND; namely the rst order axiom
which expresses that all elements are equal to >;? or are solutions of F 0x= x; this
property is called the Strong Non Datur (SQND) in [19].
The interpretation of if is the function dened by
if (x; y; z)=
8<
:
y if x=T;
z if x=F 0x;
? if x=?:
As a matter of fact in any solution of (3) the elements of R(M) coincide with
abstractions (with parameters in M), and with the solutions of F 0x= x. Hence if is
totally dened. If furthermore M is a ccpo, then R(M) has x:? as least element and
if is continuous (and stable and strongly stable ifM was built within these semantics).
For satisfying the quantier axioms (III) we assume now that we are working in
the continuous semantics or more generally in the -continuous semantics, where 
is any regular cardinal (cf. Section 4.5). So we have available Scott’s topology or its
-analogues. The intention is now to interpret ’ by the characteristic function of some
open subset  of M (’x=T if x2 and ? otherwise). We will not say much about
the interpretation of  here, except that it is rather straightforward to dene it from
 in such a way that (III) is satised. For this it is enough that T 2, ? =2 and
="	 for some 	 such that card(	)<; where:
- " H fx2M j 9y2H yv xg; for any H M; where v is the partial order on M .
For nding -continuous (’; ) satisfying group (IV) we have to be more drastic
and assume furthermore the existence of an inaccessible cardinal  below  (then one
can as well take = +, since the successor of any cardinal is regular). This excludes
of course !; and many other regular cardinals.
Group IV of axioms and rules can be seen as an equational approximation of the
following properties of :
 T 2,
 0 (Strong Induction Principle SIP),
 = SfG0! jGo; g (Generic Closure Property GCP),
where
{ for G -open, G0fd2M j 8 x2G! 9n>0 dx1 : : : xn=Tg,
{ for X; Y M; X !Y fd2M j 8x2X dx2Yg,
{ Go;  means that G is an essentially -small open subset of , which means: G
is open and 9H G card(H)< and G="H .
In particular, SIP expresses exactly that  is well-founded for <.
SQND; SIP and an intuitive form of the GCP were the intuitions behind the ax-
iomatization of MT (cf. the introductory Part I of [54]). The core of the consistency
proof in [19] is to prove that for any solution of (2) in the -semantics one can nd
a  satisfying the above conditions. The models built in [19] all satisfy SQND, SIP,
and GCP, and hence model a strong version of MT: Of course these three properties
cannot directly be taken as axioms, since they are non-equational. The key point is
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that weaker equational instances are indeed sucient for ensuring that MT is at least
as strong as ZFC.
In the models of MT which satisfy SQND, a suitable quotient of  is a model of
ZFC (equality and membership in it being essentially terms, dened via Curry’s xed
point operator). If SIP is satised, then the models are !-models, in the sense that
their ! is isomorphic to the one of the big universe U. Finally, we explicitly build
\standard models" M; for MT , which are webbed models, and in which (the suitable
quotient of)  is isomorphic to the set V of all well-founded sets of U which have
rank <.
Besides giving a (reasonable) proof of the consistency of MT , these models are
intended to support and=or to suggest improved axiomatizations of MT .
6. Recent results and open questions
We are interested in consistency questions. 59 More generally, we are concerned with
the representativeness of the classes of models (and of the semantics) introduced so
far with respect to theories. For -calculus this is a recent problematic initiated only
in [59].
Let us say that a class C of models represents a theory T if there is a model in
C whose theory is exactly T . It is more than plausible that any conceptual class C
of models is incomplete, in the sense that it does not represent all theories, this is
conrmed below for all the classes of models we have mentioned so far. However we
will see that these classes are able to represent 2! distinct theories and that there is a
theory which is represented everywhere. So the question is: which kind of theories are
these classes able (or unable) to represent?
Instances of this problem are:
Given T; C, does C represents T? (ex. T  ?). Given C; C0, do C; C0 represent the
same theories? Given C, is there a \small" C0C which represents the same theories?
Given a strategy S, is C able to represent Tcxt(S)? and so on.
In the following, \the class of continuous models" (resp. stable or strongly stable)
without any more precision, refers to \the largest class of such models the reader has
in mind".
6.1. Incompleteness of the usual semantics
We will see, soon, that the classes of continuous, stable and strongly stable models
are incomplete, and that moreover one can nd in each of them, a model M such that
Th(M) is not represented in the other two.
On the other hand, there is a (sensible) theory T , namely Thctx(Sh), which is repre-
sented within all three semantics, and in fact within all reasonable functional semantics,
59 But will rather concentrate on the most recent results. The interested reader is advised to complete his
reading with Barendregt’s book [8, Chapters 4, 16 and 17], including exercises.
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since X. Gouy proved, rather recently, that all possible analogues of Scott’s D1 had
the same equational theory. T is hence the theory of a K- a G- and a H-model [51, 52].
For the stable case this was conjectured by Honsell and Ronchi [58].
The rst incompleteness result was given by Honsell and Ronchi Della Rocca [59].
They proved, via an involved syntactic proof, that Tctx(S0) (dened in Section 3.12),
could not be represented in the continuous semantics. Following a similar method Gouy
[51] proved that Tctx(S0I ) could not be the theory of a stable model; in the stable case
the syntactical proof is still much harder, and it was clear that the method would not
be feasible at all in the strongly stable case.
Semantic and more conceptual proofs of the incompleteness of the three semantics
were given afterwards by Bastonero and Gouy, who proved that Th(Ps1) and Th(P
ss
1)
could not be the theory of a continuous model [13, 14] and that Th(Pss1) could not
be that of a stable one. Furthermore, the contradictions were coming from simple
sets of equations and inequations which were already \in" Tctx(S0) (resp. Tctx(S0I )),
which reproved that these theories could not be represented within the continuous (resp.
stable) class.
Another proof due to Bastonero [11], builds, using forcing, a continuous model M
such that Th(M) cannot be represented in the stable semantics, nor in the strongly
stable semantics (more accurately: nor in the class of H -models).
Remark 19. *It is worth comparing the results above with the situation which occurs
for Plotkin’s PCF [95], a typed extension of -calculus (with constants and rules added)
which has been intensively studied. Each semantics gives rise to a \standard model"
of PCF (a phenomenon with no analogue in the untyped case). It is rather easy to see
that the three standard models have dierent theories (see [24]), using that each of the
semantics eliminates functions or functionals which exist in others (like the parallel
or, or Berry’s function which is strongly connected to the counter-example given at
the end of Section 5.6.3). Though the basic idea for separating the three P1’s comes
from the typed case, things are much more subtle to work out in untyped -calculus
(as already shows Gouy’s result concerning D1). Furthermore, the proofs which are
given in the untyped case are general enough to cover classes of models and not only
isolated models.
The questions which are left open here are:
Question 1. Could there be a categorical characterization of those ccc’s which represent
T Tcxt(Sh)?
Comments. Gouy’s result concerns all regular c.c.c.’s (as dened in [52]), which
cover all reasonable c.c.c.’s whose objects underlie domains and whose morphisms are
at least continuous. On the one hand, Tcxt(Sh) is closely linked to the very compu-
tational nature of -calculus and one could expect that it would be represented in all
reasonable c.c.c.’s. An ad-hoc counter-example is the full sub-c.c.c. (of, say, the c.c.c.
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of complete lattices and continuous functions) generated by any extensional model M
such that M’MM and Th(M) 6=T . Indeed in such a c.c.c. all objects, and in
particular all reexive objects, are isomorphic to M and hence are equationally equiv-
alent, so this c.c.c. cannot represent T (MP1 works, provided we start from an
innite set of atoms).
The proof that all regular c.c.c.’s represent T is based on the fact that their D1
satisfy Hyland and Wadsworth’s Approximation Theorem, a property which does not
even make sense for non orderable models. Unorderable models are however hard to
nd (see Section 6.6).
This question should also be related to the last question we raise in Section 6.7.
*Question 2. Is the full class of strongly stable models incomplete?
This is most likely but the techniques developed in [11] only apply to the hyperco-
herence setting.
*Question 3. It is nearly proved in [11, 13, 14] that the three variants of P1 have
incomparable theories: one inclusion is left open, and conjectured to be false, namely
Th(Ps1)Th(Pss1).
6.2. Do there exist semantic models of , , H, 1?
The following are long-standing questions (as long as the existence of the diverse
semantics!) even though they were only rst discussed in print in Honsell{Ronchi
[59] 60 (for the continuous semantics).
Question 1. Is there a continuous (stable, strongly stable) model whose theory is ex-
actly  or ? a webbed one? a graph model (for  only)?
Question 1 can be weakened in two ways:
Question 2. Is  the intersection of all theories of continuous models? and similarly
for  and extensional models; and similarly for other semantics.
Question 3. Given a (reasonably closed) class of models in a given semantics, is there
a minimal theory represented in it?
Known results. A recent paper of Di Gianantonio et al. [40] proves that there is
a model whose theory is exactly  in the !1-semantics (thus all questions collapse
60 The referee mentioned that, besides the authors of [59], Plotkin also studied the problem and Dezani
was aware of it.
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and have positive answer in this case). But Questions 1 and 2 remain open for Scott’s
continuous semantics, and also for . The second result of [40] is that Question 3
admits a positive answer for Scott’s continuous semantics, 61 at least if we restrict to
extensional models. The proof of this result uses essentially that the class of relevant
continuous models is closed under a process which builds inverse limits over an innite
product of models.
However, the proofs in [40] use logical relations, and since logical relations do not
allow to distinguish terms with the same applicative behavior, the proofs do not carry
out to .
The reader interested in solving this problem should also have a look at Selinger’s
result presented in Section 6.6.
Question 4. Is there a non-syntactical model of the -theory H generated by E=
ft= u j t; u unsolvableg?
We end with the following question, in the same spirit than the rst one:
Question 5 (Dezani{Ciancaglini). Is there a non-syntactical model of the theory 1?
where 1 is the theory of the \innite -calculus" introduced recently by Berarducci
for studying mute terms (cf. Section 6.8).
6.3. Global representativeness of the classes of models w.r.t. -theories
Since there are countably many possible equations in -calculus, there are at most
2! -theories. This maximum number is reached, since it is shown in [8, Chapter 16:3]
that there are 2! (consistent) sensible and extensional -theories.
Are the various semantics rich enough to represent the maximum number of con-
sistent (resp. and sensible) theories? This is a very natural question. We conjectured
that the answer was positive. A negative answer would however have shown a very
surprising light on continuity and=or its variations. The non-necessarily sensible case
is not hard:
Proposition 165. There exist 2! graph models with dierent equational theories; and
similarly with G-models and H -models.
Comments about the proofs. For graph and G-models this was proved by Kerth in
[60, 68, 71, 72]. The proof he gave for the stable setting can be adapted in a straight-
forward way to the strongly stable setting. 62 The models are however not sensible.
61 Strictly speaking the proof of [40] is stated and written for a variant of the continuous semantics. But
the same proof works for the !-continuous case.
62 O. Bastonero, private communication.
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The analogous question but restricted to sensible models happened to be much more
dicult, and a positive answer has been brought only as I was revising this paper.
Thus, now we have:
Proposition 166. There exist 2! sensible graph models with dierent equational the-
ories.
Comments about the proof. Kerth proved in his thesis [68] that there existed 2!
non-equationally equivalent graph models; which he proved to be sensible : : : up to
a syntactical conjecture on the head-reduction of unsolvable terms that he stated and
for which he gave much evidence [70]. This is the conjecture that David has recently
proved [35].
Solving the conjecture was needed since Kerth’s models were generated by non-
positive partial pairs (cf. Remark 104), so that the reducibility technique could not
apply.
A natural approach taking the problem at the other end would be to use Remark 112
in Section 5.5 to conceive 2! partial injections j which give rise to non-isomorphic
sensible graph models. The dicult point is then to ensure that these models could
furthermore be forced to be non-equationally equivalent. So we are left with:
Question 1. Are there 2! sensible graph models which are non-equationally equivalent
and are generated by positive partial pairs?
We end with the following:
Question 2. Are there non-syntactic sensible models whose theory is strictly included
in BT? 2!?
Comments. Kerth’s graph models above would be good candidates, because their
sensibility follows from a proof on the syntax of -calculus and not from an approx-
imation theorem. By the way, it is clear that the strong form of the approximation
theorems does not apply to Kerth’s models. Indeed, they all distinguish Y from an-
other classical xed point operator, , and hence distinguish two terms which have
the same Bohm tree.
Can the size of the web aect the equational theory of a model? In other words:
given a reasonable class C of webbed models (even in permissive sense) which, say,
contains enough small Scott domains:
Question 3. Does C! represents the same theories than C? where C! the class of
models in C which have a countable web.
Comments. This is likely and would be a kind of Lowenheim Skolem Theorem.
Note that for any model M2C there is a countable M0 inside M which satises the
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same equations (by the ordinary Lowenheim{Skolem Theorem applied to M viewed
as a model of CL), but there is no reason why R(M0) should be exactly the set of the
continuous (resp. stable) functions on M0.
How does the nature of the web or the domain aect the theory of a continuous
model? We are only concerned here with the continuous semantics. It is clear that
K-models represent more theories than graph models, because there exist extensional
K-models and no extensional graph models, but:
Question 4. Do K-models, pcs-models, and SIS-models represent the same theories?
This question was centered on the webs, and concerned only prime-algebraic do-
mains. A similar question relative to domains is:
Question 5. Do binary prime algebraic, prime algebraic, algebraic or general continu-
ous models represent the same theories?
6.4. Can the shape of the model be inuential?
Question. How does the fact that a model M (of -calculus) satises a domain equa-
tion of the shape M’F(M), where F is a suitable functor, aect the equational
theory of M? (in the pure language).
Comments. The only examples I know are \pieces of extensionality".
Extensionality itself (= I) is indeed equivalent to M’R(M), where R(M) is the
set of morphisms on M.
Quasi-extensionality: Equations like x(x)= xx, x(uxu1 : : : un)= x(u(x)u1 : : : un),
a.s.o., are consequences of M’R(M)?, since any such model satises 8x (x= x _
x=?) and 8y (?y=?).
On the other hand, these equations are also satised in the model of Example 154,
just because it satises 8x (x= x_ x=?_ x=T ) and 8y (?y=?^Ty=T ), but they
are not consequence of M=R(M) ? fTg, since their satisfaction uses the precise
applicative behavior of T (for which there is freedom, while for ? there is none).
Are there other natural (or less natural) equations or inequations which are true
independently of the pair of inverse isomorphisms which realize the domain equation,
and of the retraction pair (A;G) which are derived from it and realize the fact that M
is a model of -calculus? Recall that there can be unicity of (A;G), for example in
the extensional case, but that it is not the general case.
6.5. Towards a general approximation theorem for comparing theories of models?
Obviously, basic uniform tools are still lacking in connection with the problem of
the comparison of the theories of dierent models.
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The rst thing to do would be to develop the approximation method along the lines of
this paper, and to widen its scope as much as possible. This would help us to compare
directly, the theories of models which have comparable webs. By this we mean a pair
of webbed models such that the web of the rst is a quotient or a substructure of the
second, or which are generated by the same webs but in dierent semantics.
When looking at this question, we got partial answers, that we hope to complete.
The diculties are of two kinds.
First the proofs of the approximation theorem, when done via the computability
method, use the semi-extensionality hypothesis jx:txj jtj. This is obviously unsat-
isfactory since proof theoretic arguments show that the approximation theorem is true
for the non-semi-extensional model P! 63 and for E, while semi-extensionality is true
for no graph model. We hope that a technical trick will be sucient to eliminate the
hypothesis.
A second diculty is that \computability" is \much too stratied". By this we
mean that one works with predicates Comp(; ) which are parametrized not only with
2D, but also with environments . Environments can be eliminated when proving
normalization theorems (this gives the reducibility method in Krivine’s style), however
we failed to eliminate it for proving approximation theorems. This has two drawbacks.
The rst is that notations are much more heavy in the stratied setting, and the second
is that xed point theorems should be technically more dicult to reach, even if we
restrict to positive partial webs. Thus we raise:
Question 1. Is the (strong version of) the approximation theorem true for all webbed
models with positive webs? (let us begin with graph or K-models).
Question 2. Can such a theorem be proved by a reducibility-like method.
A uniform approximation theorem for, say, K-models to begin with, would allow us
to prove that the interpretation of any closed term t in an extensional K-model K, is
the initial segment generated by the interpretation of t in its underlying graph model
G, 64 essentially because it is easy to prove it for normal terms and more generally for
terms having a nite Bohm tree.
Intended applications (some concrete examples). Compute uniformly the theory of
the extensional completion of a graph model from the theory of this graph model, at
least when it is generated by a positive pair.
Give a general reason why Th(E)=Th(P!).
Prove that 
 is -easy (cf. Section 6.8) directly from the fact that it is easy (there
one would have to deal with non-positive pairs), while at present we have to redo the
proof in the extensional setting (cf. Section 6.8).
63 S. Ronchi, private communication.
64 The usefulness of the approximation theorem for solving this question was pointed out to me by S. van
Bakel.
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Extend Gouy’s results about D1 to as many models as possible:
Question 3. When do models generated by the same partial webs, but in dierent
semantics, have the same theory? Is it true for all the models generated by the same
positive partial web?
Comments. In view of Gouy’s results about D1 and P1 above, it is reasonable to
restrict oneself to positive partial pairs. Also, the analogues of Engeler’s model (in the
stable or strongly stable semantics) have the same theory. 65
6.6. Orderability and orders
As already mentioned there are computational motivations for taking ordered struc-
tures as models of -calculus. However not every model of lambda-calculus is order-
able (in such a way that application is monotone).
This is not trivial, in fact the mere question about the orderability of the term
model == was solved only very recently, and negatively, by Selinger [110]. It can
be noticed however that the term model admits 2! non-trivial preorders since there
are 2! ordered models with dierent equational theories [66]. Selinger’s result can be
reformulated like this: in any partially ordered applicative structure M which models
-calculus, if Th(M)=  (or ) then the order is trivial on the interpretations of
closed terms.
Just before, an unorderable model had been exhibited by Plotkin [100]. Answering
a question of Friedman, which arose with foundational motivations (see [45]), Plotkin
showed that there existed !-separable models of -calculus. Here M !-separable
means that any partial function on M with nite domain extends to a total func-
tion which is representable in M. Any partial order on such a model is trivial since,
if d<d0, a function exchanging d; d0 cannot be monotone, and hence cannot be repre-
sentable.
For interesting related questions, which are however outside the scope of the present
paper we refer to [110].
Question. For the continuous, the stable, and the strongly stable semantics it can be
shown that the partial order of a reexive model is rst-order denable from application
only, but the formulas which have been proposed by Plotkin [98], Kerth [68, 67], and
Bastonero [11], depend on the semantics. Is there a general reason? a uniform formula?
6.7. Correctness and completeness w.r.t. strategies
The following general question has been generating a lot of work for the last 20
years, at least in typed -calculus (PCF and variants). The necessary background on
strategies was given in Section 3.12.
65 O. Bastonero, private communication, who notes furthermore that this is no longer true if one considers
the inequational theories of the models (t v t0 instead of t= t0).
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Question. Given a strategy S (such that Tctx(S) is a -theory), does there exists a
model whose theory is induced by S? can be approximated using S?
Dual point of view: given a model M what is its computational meaning (if any),
in other words: what kind of information about -reduction is it able to bring? Are
there strategies for which it is correct? fully abstract? (Denitions in Section 4:3).
We rephrase within this terminology some results that we have already met, and go
a little deeper.
Example 167. The three D1 models are fully abstract w.r.t. Sh. The model Norm is
fully abstract w.r.t. Sn, but only adequate for Sh.
Example 168. By contrast the operational meanings of the (non-sensible) dierent
Park’s theories (if any!) is only approximated: we know that Pc1 is adequate for S
0
[59], and Ps1 and P
ss
1 are adequate for S
0
I [13] or [14], but they are not fully abstract
(as a matter of fact, this is still open for Pss1 , but unlikely).
The adequation-but-non-full-abstraction results are indeed the general case.
Example 169. By contrast also to the D1-case, Abramsky{Ong’s quasi-extensional
model (Example 146) is not fully-abstract w.r.t. Sl [2]. Similarly, the two models of
-calculus which are presented in Examples 155 and 157 are adequate but not fully
abstract for the lazy notion of reduction underlying map theory.
Question. Which kind of positive extensional webs generate fully abstract models w.r.t.
Sh?
It is worth quoting here similar results for the call-by-value strategy and for the
I -calculus; in both cases the notion of model is slightly dierent (not any two
-equivalent terms have the same interpretations). Adequate (webbed) models for the
call-by-value strategy are provided in [41, 56]. The second paper contains also a fully
abstract model for the left reduction on I -terms, which is generated by a web similar
to that of Norm.
This kind of problems arose 20 years ago for PCF [95], within typed -calculi,
and concerns also extended languages: it is impossible to nd fully abstract (non-
syntactical) models for \pure" calculi in the typed setting (except if one changes rad-
ically the notion of model): the point is that models always code \non-sequential"
functions while \pure" terms (or \computable functions") behave \sequentially".
However the addition of one non-sequential operator to the syntax (like a \parallel
or") is often sucient to force full abstraction [95, 2, 23]. By the way, even in the
typed case one does not really know what it means for a function (or for a functional)
to be sequential (stability and strong stability are only weak approximation of this
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informal notion), and in the untyped case things are still much more confused. The
only thing which is (intuitively) clear is that -calculus (whether typed or untyped) is
sequential!
6.8. Easiness and forcing revisited

 is in fact -easy in the sense that f
= t and = Ig is consistent for all t, and, also,
its easiness can be proved using only models of the stable semantics; this comes from
the fact that the forcing technique of [115] (which originates in [6]) can be extended
to extensional K-models [64, 65] and can be also adapted to G-models [68, 71].
The present scope of the forcing technique is however quite limited since it only
applies to terms u for which, like for 
, there is a good control on the set of primes
which possibly belong to the interpretation of u. Extensions of its elds of application
would be useful. The only direction in which forcing considerations have been extended
is, up to now, the following.
Easy families. Zylberajch [115] noticed that the forcing method was uniform enough
to prove the simultaneous easiness of the members of some innite family F of easy
terms (containing 
): for each t there is a graph model GF;t satisfying fu= t j u2Fg. In
such a case we will speak of an easy family. Zylberajch’s easy family was isolated via
typing considerations. Another example of an easy family is given by F = f
v j v2g;
here the easiness of F is trivially derived from that of 
, and hence realized via graph
models, since to satisfy f
v= t j v2g it is indeed enough to satisfy 
=Kt. It is
worth noting here that the two easy terms 
 and 
K do not form an easy family,
since they cannot be both consistently equated to I .
*More recently, a very general family of easy terms, called mute terms, has been
isolated by Berarducci, and proved to be an easy family by means of syntactic tools,
including the innite -calculus already mentioned [15]. Moreover Berarducci provided
a syntactic model which equates mute terms to 
, and only them.
Question 1. Is there a webbed model which behaves like this?
A stronger question is:
Question 2. Can the simultaneous easiness of mute terms be proved by means of
forcing?
A technical variant is:
*Question. Is the typing system recently introduced by Dezani and Berarducci in [16]
informative enough to guide the construction of a webbed model equating mute terms
to t, for any t?
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